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Every once

Chunky

in a while there appears

a

claim* to have had much
horses, who claims
experience
that a compactly built Morgan standing
writer

who

uee oa

t^ead. The towns are reimbursed by the
Commencing tea years ago, the
following amount· were paid from the

All kinds of Pulp Wood the com- state treasury to the muninipalities for
to domestic animals, practically
ing year. Correspondence solicited. damage
all for sheep slaughtered by dogs: In
H. D. COLE,
1896, $3,132 74; 1897. «4.200.35; 1898,
Bryant's Pond, Me. 94,364 01; 1899, 94.588 14; 1900, 94.600.11;
1901, 94,808 28; 1902, 97,033.47; 1903,
April 12th, ιοος.
97,357.72; 1904,98,409 43; 1905, 97,937.50.
This is a total in the decade of 956,·
461.75. The state received more than
this back in license fees on dogs.

the children gathered around your
hearthstone and playing upon thft green
hilla may in the years to come rise up.
and thank Ood that they were born on
a farm and taught to live and know
themselvef as they shonld.—Henry Van
Dreeer.

Farmers should not fail to note the
demand for and high price of good
horses. The demand and price shonld
guide in the choice of farm product aa
well as one's own convenience. It is
to bunch
man
An
sensible to consult one's own conditions
habits and
dowels. Must be of
Tun must control your temper if yon in deciding what to raise, bnt It is also
would control your animals to beet ad- well to raise something. If possible, for
give good reference.
A. KENNEY,
vantage. Oentleneaa la the dairy pays which one can find an advantageous

WANTED.

experienced
J.

good

South Paris.

Black Eagle

with

—

state.

good dividends.

market.

the exposed surface. Neither Is this
To a high
tue worst of (he business.
struug animal the roping, throwing and
burnlug le a tremendous nervous shock,
l or days aftir branding a horse will
Jump and start, quivering with expectant agony, at the slightest cause.
It was fully a week before the black
thoroughbred was himself again. In

Morse.

U solicited.
Addreee «11 communication» Intended for this department to Hkmby D.
Ha «mon υ, Agricultural Editor Oxford Democrat, l'art s, Me.

Attorney at Law,
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practical agricultural topic· 15 hands and weighing 1000 pounds
possesses as much value as a 16 hands
horse weighing 1200 pounds. Dr. A. S.
Heath of New York is the last one who
makes this claim and here is what he
declaration
What the Farmer (Jets out of Life. says about it. "I make this
from many years of experience at home
We recently received a communication and
io
and
civil
army life. This
abroad,
from a valued reader who asked us a is
equally true under the saddle, iu
few questions, commencing bj stating
light or heavy harness, in running, trotthat he had been a careful observer of
ting or pacing speed. And on the walk
éventa in our state for a number of
—the most valuable of all the paces of
yearn, especially in the rural commu- the horse—in time and treasure. A fast
nities, and he was sorry to state, but the walking horse surely proves the truism,
truth compelled him to believe that the time is
money. Where one large horse
average farmer was conducting his farm is a fast walker, ten smaller ones may be
to
from
of
10
an
expense
operations at
found. Where one sound big horse is
25 per cent more than 20 years ago,
found, ten small ones may be found, age
while bis net receipts were but little in- for
age, and service for service. Large,
creased. One of the reasons given for slow horses and oxen
may be of great
the balance in his favor not being larger
service, but quick work well done is the
was that taxes were constantly increasus have the
Let
the
demand of
day.
ing and that he cou'd not see that the best of the Morgan blood possible addcomfarmers were receiving advautage
ed to the best equine good blood of tomensurate with the increase. His conday. The accumulation of good blood
clusions were that unless a change was will tell
wonderfully. The wst is not
made the average Maiue farmer was too
good. It is both choapest and
doomed to certaiu bankruptcy. The best."
question he asked was whether or not
his deductions were correct, and if so
We should not think it worth while
what was the remedy? As any one can
meddle with this statement had it
see at a glance, our correspondent has to
we
opened up an economic question, that been published in New York but asthat
has absorbed the closest attention of And it in a New England paper
thoughtful men all over this country for circulates in Main*, we feel that It ought
a
good many years, for conditions in not to go unchallenged. Now to a cerMaine are not wholly unlike conditions tain extent the statement is true. A
in various other parts of the country. sharp, quick acting horse is always
And a remedy that will apply in our superior to a slow phlegmatic one, exneed
state ought to tit conditions all over cept on heavy drag work when you
the ponderous strength slowly and
Sew England, at least.
steadily applied to the load. But Now
Englanders as a rule breed horses for
We do not presume that we can in one market, and the best market they have
what is
single article cover the whole ground is in Boston and New York for
taken by our correspondent, for one known as light harnoss horses. The
in this marcapable of handling the subject in- horse to win the top dollar
telligently could till several issues of our ket must possess two prime requisites,
have a
entire paper on the various questions viz., he must be good looking and
horse
the subject involves, liut there are one good degree of speed. Now a
and weighs
or two points we would lik6 to discuss that is only 15 hands high
nature
briefly at this time, and will gladly give 1000 pounds can not in the very That is
our em-respondents and readers general- of the case be very attractive.
is often
ly the use of these columns to present not very trappy as the term
either side of the case, if any there are used. He must be dumpy looking. It
who do not think we have done the sub- cannot be otherwise. A horse standing
over 900
ject justice. Now to commence with but 15 hands should not weigh
there is no one living on a Maine farm pounds to be symmetrical.
to-day but what is getting more out of
life than it was possible for him to got
This mind you is not saying that a 15
uuder the same conditions in the same hands
high horse is not smart and active
and
state
The
locality 25 years ago.
and valuable for various kinds of service
inhabitfor
these towns do more
every
but he would not fill the eye of the aver*
ant indirectly than was done for them
much
age horse buyer who sends so
in the past. Naturally these things cost
into Maine every season.
to pay for good money
has
one
some
and
money,
For this reason if for no other he is not
them. But get down a little nearer a valuable horse to breed here in New
home, there is no class of farmers in England. Then again a horse of that
Maine to-day who are satisfied to live as
conformation is not built for speed as
their fathers lived on the same farm 50
he will
everyone can testify, and again
be
will
years ago. We do not believe it
fail to fill the eye of the buyers of the
would
disputed that if farmers to-day
ideal light harness horse. These chunks
work as long and as hard and put up are all
right for speeding around home
themsame
the
with
privations, denying
with but never can win the high dollar
conveniences
and
comforts
the
selves
where the call is for the good slashing
that really come to be the necessities of
10 hands high trotter weighing
more to gaited
have
would
vastly
life, they
from 1000 to 1150 and capable of 12 miles
show at the end of the year than they an hour.
have to day. It is the old story, and
true as fate, that we cannot keep the
Dr. Heath undoubtedly has in mind
cake and eat it too. We heard a condrives with
tractor and builder say the other day service that calls for long
the style
that when he went into business forty plenty of time to make it when
in his doing the turn is not a factor. If so he
years ago there was no piano
But we
house, nor none on the street where he is unquestionably all right.
in the habit of
lived, and if it had been known that one here in Maine have got
aniof the men in his employ had purchased breeding not only very fine looking
that mals, but those capable of putting on a
a piano it would have been thought
bred
there was something crooked in his good many lugs and lots of Maine
financial affairs. To-day he says there trotters find their way into the show
tails
they
is not a man iu his employ, no, not one, rings, where after losing their
aud he employe more than half a hun- shine as high steppers and always take
Home.
and
has
Farm
what
but
the blue.—Turf,
dred men the year around,
a piano and the various house furnishKeep Your Eyes on tbe bow.
I
still
And
with
it.
prethat
go
ings
The Cheese and Dairy Journal says
sume if one should bear the carpenters
the dairy
of that town discussing their condition some good things in behalf of
they would declare that they were not interests in the following:
with
many
It is too often the case
getting ahead a particle. How an infarmers or dairymen that they keep
telligent man can assert and expect anyof
the their cows, regardless
their producing
one to believe that the farmers in
before they
state of Maine who are up-to-date and capacity, till they are old,
A cow
others.
with
replace them
progressive are not advancing is beyond
There surely can should be, as it were, on trial ; and her
our comprehension.
owner should be exacting enough and
be no two ways about it.
enterprising enough to demand large returns from good feed and treatment.
for many
That they are not advancing as fast aa Every generation of cows can
con- years yet be made an improvement on
they could or should we think is
one
ceded by every intelligent person who their dams. Then the more rapidly
made to replace
has given the matter any consideration. generation of cows is
will tbe herd
As we have so many times said, and now another, the more rapidly
if the
reiterate, there can be no substantial improve in producing capacity
with hard work proper care is exercised in breeding. It
progress made, not even
cows lu the herd
and close application to business, in any U possible to have all
best cow
undertaking where all business prin- approach and even equal the
in the amount and quality of milk
ciples and ordinary business sagacity
We refer of course to given. A little ambition and enterprise
are neglected.
should soon
the practice among the farmers of on the part of dairymen
Maine in allowing the merchants with bring this about.
The dairy herd can be renewed by
whom they do business to' name the
on what they sell, but on direct purchase, or by the farmer raising
not
only
price
case they
what they buy. Here is farmer Jones his own calves. In either
the progeny of a
a load of choice should at least be
goes to town and takes
never thoroughbred sire.
apples or potatoes, and the trader
Our pasture tlelds and feed supply
thinks of asking him what he asks for
their full capacity.
them, although he bas to buy them and should be used to
Jones oblig- When a cow, on account of some accipay for them, but Parmer
be is dent, or for some other unforeseen
ingly asks Merchant Smith what
the very cause, does not give sufficient milk to
paying, thus giving awayto by
the right to make it proiitable to keep her, there
question his whole claim
in should be heifers ready to take her
state what Parmer Smith must give
The place. It is a good plan to raise a cerhis goods.
to possess
order
tain number of heifers each year and if
produce is no sooner sold and delivered
in the ranks
than Farmer Jonee goes into the store to no vacancies should occnr
of the older cows, then create some
buy goods to take back on to his farm.
least productive
Does Merchant Smith ask Jones what be vacancies by selling the
to it that his
will give him for a barrel of tlour? Not a ones. A farmer must see
With imbit of it. Having named the price on herd is reduced in numbers.
of growing and
the potatoes he also proceeds to name provement in methods
is
the price on the tlour, and Jones pays it handling the farm crops, the farmer
easily enabled aleo to enlarge his dairy
just as his father and his grandfather
the
is
only
and his great grandfather did before herd. To renew tbe herd
of vitality and
him, and just as we fear his son and bis way to keep it possessed
or
him.
capacity for
grandson are going to do after the thrift with capability
large production.
Tou can argue and reargue why
We should make a sort of civil service
farmer does not succeed better until
That is the
doomsday, but the little episode be- examination of our herds.
Parmer Jones and Merchant only way to be up with tbe times; it is
tween
If the
Smith which is being enacted every the only way to get the profit.
hour of every day all over this broad Babcock teeter was more generally used,
follow. It is
land of ours tells the whole story in a the scales would quickly
to
nutshell, and just so long as Parmer as important that tbe herd be kept
of generous
Jones in satisfied to be the same sub- its full number, and that
we sow sufficient
servient, pliant servant Meichant Smith producers, as it is that
and
will continue to be his autocratic mas- seed of the best quality on our grain
hear that grass fields.
ter, and just so long we shall
the farmers are poor and the merchants
It has ever been thus, and
Dr. George M. Twitcbell writes to
are rich.
ntil the farmers organize the Maine
Parmer: A well known
ever will be,
and put a price on a certain grade of Aroostook farmer told me the other day
their product in a certain community, that from bis 40 acres of potatoes he
and the buyer who comes into that terri- this year harvested an average of 270
sold
tory must pay that price or go away bushels per acre, and from these
empty handed.—Turf, Parm and Home. 1,000 barrel», from the field, for enough
to pay all the household expenses for
the year, hired labor, taxes, fertilizer,
Protection.
for
Sheep
Legislation
and expenses of every kind, and now baa
is
It
Press
says:
The Maine State
storehouses 6,400 bushels for marof in his
probable that the recent slaughter
ket later on. This is the story from
to
lead
the
state
in
may
sheep by dogs
that wonderful county, and it sends a
the enactment of additional laws for the sbiver down the back of the Kennebec
when the
animals
these
of
who has seen
protection
There or Androscoggin farmer,
legislature convenes in January. done
burned np by drouth, so that
his
by 100 crop
is always more or less damage
bushels ia the maximum on the madogs to sheep in the course of a year, jority of farms.
but the recent slaughter of 140 sheep
out of a fl>>ck of 230 owned by Klwood
Brother farmers, I want yon to care
A. Bailey of Winthrop has brought the
when yonr
question of better protection to the for the little ones and that
work shall be dose they will be ready
fore.
The worrying and killing of sheep by to take yonr place in the world and
done
dogs as shown by the state treasurer's do their duty aa yon shall bave
he large,
report has been rapidly increasing of yours; that yonr flocks may
late years. The towos pay the swner* your farms fruitful, your storehouses
of sheep killed by dogs from 93 to 95 a overflowing with milk and butter; that
Correepon-U
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The

Who Once Ruled
the Range·
Dy SEWELL

FORD

Copjriifbt, 1910, by CLarlee Scrlbner's Sous

F bis sire and dam there Is do
record. All that is known is
that lie was raised ou a Kentucky stock farm. Perhaps
lie was a sou of Hanover, but, Hanoverian or no, he was u thoroughbred.
In the ordinary course of events he
would have been tried out with the
other three-year-olds for the bip meet
In the hands of a
011 Churchill dowus.
pood trainer he might have carried to
victory the silk of some great stable
and had his name printed In the sporting almanacs to this day.
But thei-e was about Black Eaglo
nothing ordinary either In his blood or
in his career. lie was born for the
part he played. So at three, instead of
being entered In his class at Louisville,
It happened that he was shipped west,
where his fate waited.
No more comely three-year-old ever
took the Santa Fe trail. Although ho
stood but thirteen hands and tipped
the beam at scarcely twelve hundredweight. you might have guessed him to
The decepbe taller by two hands.
tion lay in the way he carried his
shupely head and in the manner In
which his arched neck tapered from
the well placed shoulders.
A horseman would have said that ho
had α "perfect barrel," meaning that

his ribs were well rounded. Ills very
gait was un embodied essay on graceful pride. As for hiH coat, snve for a
white star just In the middle of his
forehead, it was as black and sleek as
the nap of a now silk hat. After α
good rubbing he was so shiny that at a
distance you might have thought him

starched nnd Ironed and newly come
from the laundry.
Ills arrival at Par L ranch made no
groat stir, however. They were not
connoisseurs of good blood and sleek
coats at the Bar L outfit. They were
busy folks who most needed tough animals that could lope ofT fifty milos at
a stretch.
They wanted horses whose
education Included the fine art of
knowlug when to settle back on the
It was not a
rope and dig in toes.
question as to how fust you could do
your seven furlongs. It was more Imto know If you could make

portant
yourself

useful at a roundup.
"'Xother bunch o' them green eastern horses." grumbled the ranch boss
as the lot was turned Into a corral.
"But that black fellow'd make a rustler's mouth water, eh. Lefty?" In answer to which the said Lefty, l>eing a

little given to speech, grunted.
"We'll brand 'em In the momin',"

man

added the ranch boss.
Now, most steers and all horses object to the branding process. Even the
spiritless little Indian ponlee, accustomed to many ingenious kinds of
A meek eyed
abuse, rebel at this.
mule, on whom humility rests as an all

covering robe, must be properly roped
before submitting.
In branding they first get a rope over

then
your neck uud shut oCf your wind:

away.
In the end, of course, came the whistle of the choking, foot tangling ropes,
and the black was saddled. For a

tierce half hour he took punishment
from bit and spur and quirt; then, although he gave it up, It was not that
his spirit was broken, but because his
wind was gone. Quite passively he allowed himself to be ridden out on the
prairies to whore the herds were graz-

ing.
Undeceived by this apparent docility, the cowboy, when the time came

for him to bunk down uuder the chuck
wagon for a few hours of sleep, tethered his mount quite securely to a deep
Before the cattleman
driven stake.
had taken more than a round dozen of

winks the black had tested his tether
to the limit of his strength. The tether
stood the test. A cow pony might have
done this much. There he would have
stopped. But the black was a Kentucky thoroughbred, blessed with the
Inherited intelligence of noble sires,
some of whom had been household
So be Investigated the tether at

pets.

close range.

Feeling the stake with his sensitive
upper lip, he discovered It to be firm
Next he backed away and
as a rock.
wrenched tentatively at the halter until convinced that the throat strap was
thoroughly souud. ΠΙη last effort must
have been an Inspiration. Attacking
the taut buckskin roi>e with his teeth,
he worked diligently until he had severed three of the four etrands. Then
be gathered himself for another lunge.

With a snap the rope parted, and the
black dashed away Into the night,

leaving tbo cowboy snoring confidently
by the campflre.
All night he ran on and on In the
darkness, stopping only to listen tremblluply to the echo of bis own hoofs

and to sniff suspiciously at the crouching shadows of Innocent bushes. By
morning he had left the Bar L outfit
many miles behind, and when the red
sun

rolled up

the edge of the

over

he saw that he wau alone In a
Held that stretched unbroken to the
circling sky line.
Not until noon did the runaway
Half mad with
black scent water.
thirst, he dashed to the edge of a muddy little stream and sucked down a
great draft. As be raised bis bead
lie saw standing poised above blm on
the opposite bank, with ears laid menfiat and nostrils a-qulver in

prairie

acingly

nervous

palpitation,

a

buckskin colored

black
Snorting from fright,
wheeled and ran. He beard behind him
a shrill neigh of challenge and to a
moment the thunder of many hoofs.
I ooklng back, he saw fully a score of
the buckskin stallion In the van.
charging after him. That was enough
Filling his great lungs
Into such a burst of speed that

M!

wlftj ^

leaped

his pursuers soon tired of the hope
chase. Finding that he was no
followed, the black grew curious. Gal
loping m a circle, be gradually approached the band. The horses had settled down to the cropping of buffalo
crass, only the buckskin stallion, who
had taken a position on a little kno

longer

guard.
The surprising thing about this band

remaining

on

that each and every member
seemed riderless. Not tint» bo had
taken up long wind sniffs was theth
ougbbred convinced of this fact. When
certain on fhis i»oint be cantered toward
the band, sniffing inquiringly. Again the
buckskin stallion charged, ears back,
eyes gleaming wickedly and snorting
defiantly. Tills time the black stood his
ground until the buckskin's teeth snapped savagely within a few inches of his
throat. Just in time did he rear and
was

In briindhuj they first get a rope over
your neck and shut off your wind.
they trip your feet by roping your forelegs while you are on the jump. This

brings you dowu bard and with much swerve. Twice more—for the paddock
abruptness. A cowboy sits on your raised black was slow to understand
head while others pin you to the ground *uch behavlor-the buckskin charged.
Next Then the black was roused Into
from various vantage points.
aggres-

holds a redbot iron on your
rump until it has sunk deep into your
skin. That Is branding.
Well, this thing they did to the black
thoroughbred, who had up to that time
felt not so much as the touch of a
whip. They did It, but not before a
full dozen cow punchers had worked
themselves Into rucIi a fury of exasperation that no shred of picturesque
profanity was left unused among tbem.
Quivering with fear and anger, the
black, as soon as the ropes were taken
off. dashed madly al>out the corral,
looking In vain for a way of escai>e
from his torturers. Corrals, however,
nre built to resist just such dashes.
The burn of a branding iron is supsome on·

posed

to

heal

Immediately.

almost

Cowboys will tell you that a horse Is
always more frightened than hurt dur·
ing the operation and that the day aft·
he feels none the worse.
All this you need not credit. A burn
is a burn, whether made purposely with
a branding iron or by accident In any

er

other way.

The scorched flesh

puck-

and smarts. It hurts every time
k>g Is moved. It seeins as if α thou-

ers
a

sand ne·.-lies

playing

were

a

tattoo on

Bad Blood

bMAAAAMAlLlA
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0*9

«MIMA
ior most* or

Am·

the diseases and ailments of
the human system, it seriously affects every organ
fnMf ft«rrii)

dyspepsia, rheumatism,
J

«

■

wean, urea, languia leenngs
and worse troubles· Take
—J-

At.

■

Hood'sSarsapariDa
enriches
which purifies and
the blood as nothing else can
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C LIM Ce* Low*·, Μ«

toll (bat suddenly out of tîie darkness
ls::d swept down 0:1 their quiet camps
an nv::l.::ic!ie of vl!d honicJ. An.l genο:·ϋ1!.ν Γα.·;.· cftU;-"I:t glltup *s of « iront
black branded stallion who led the
marauders at snch a pace that he
seemed almost to fly through the air.
This stallion came to be known as
Black Eagle and to t>e thoroughly feare l und hated from one end of the cattle country to the other. The Bar L
ranch appeared to l>e the heaviest loser. Tl:ne after time were lis picketed
mares run o!T; again and again were
the Bar L herds scattered by the dash
of this mysterious band. Was It that
Black Earle could take revenge? Cat-

that time he had conceived such a deep
and lasting hatred for all men, cowboys in particular, as only a high spirited, blue blooded horse can acquire.
With deep contempt he watched the
scrubby little cow ponies as they doggedly carried about those wild, fierce
men who threw their circling, whistling, hateful ropes, who wore such
big, sharp spurs and who were vicious·
ly bandy In using their rawhide quirts.

So when a cowboy put a breaking
bit into the black's mouth there was
nnother lively scene. It was somewhat
confused, this scene, but at Intervals
ono could make out that the man, holding stubbornly to mane and forelock
was being slatted and slammed and
jerked, now with his feet on the
ground, now thrown high in the air
j^id now dangling perilously and at
various angles as the stallion raced

siveness.
There ensued such a battle as would
have brought delight to the brute soul
of a Nero. With forefeet and teeth

two sUllions engaged, drcl ng
about on their hind lege, tearing
up great clods of turf, biting and striking as opportunity offered. At l»*t by
α quick, desperate rush, the buckskin
the
caught the thoroughbred fairly■
Here the affair would have
throat.
luded had not the black stallion
fog suddenly on his muscle ridged
haunches and lifting his opponent's
'ore quarters clear of the ground showjred on his enemy such a rain of blows
from his iron shod feet that the wild
Duckskln dropped to the ground dated

the

madly

bj_

rearj

wi«. ·>'
"ÎSSÎtltm. gladiator
eb<>wtog
pride
of a victorious
every curve of his glistening body,
the black thoroughbred trumpeted out

iu

stentorian call of defiance and cominand. The band, that had watched the
struggle from a discreet distance, now
came galloping in. whinnying in friendβ

ly fashion.

Black Eagle bad won his first fight
By g
He bad won the leadership
of might be was now chief of this free
company of plains rangers. It was fo
him to lead whither he chose, to pick
the place and hour of gracing, tbe time

for watering, and his to guard bis companions from all dangers.
As for the buckskin stallion. tbere r»matoed for him the choice of humbly
following the new leader or of bmplng
off atone to try to raise a new band
Being a worthy descendant of the
chargers which the men of Corte· rode
so fearlessly into the wilds of the new
world, be chose the latter course an*

having regained bis senses.
stiffly toward the north, his bruised

head lowered in defeat
Some mouths later Aritona stocK
men began to bear tales of a great
band of wild horses, led by a
cent black stallion which was fleeter
than a scared coyote. There came

***£*

ports of much mischief.
stampeded by day.

CatUe

death and «teers scattered

far

r^

were

sno

bfm to ο roes t'a· danger Une, but never
leaving him wholly out of Bight It
was a course of many windings which
Black Eagle took, now swinging far to
the west to avoid a ranch, now circling
east along a water course, again dou·
bllng back around th« base of a mesa,
but In the main gotag steadily northward. Up past the brown Maricopa*
they worked, across the turgid Qila,
skirting Lone Butte desert, up, up and
on until in the distance glistened the

ν.·!·...? o""ov I'.ï'"1 prni'uo. By ni"l;t bunches
oi t'.'th -re : co .· ρ nies disappeared.
The c::aFp"-.!ttKl cowboys could ouly

I

bald peaks of Silver range.
Never before did a horse play such
a dangerous game, and surely none
ever showed such Unease. Deliberately
trailing behind him an enemy bent on
taking either his life or freedom, not
for a moment did Black Eagle show
more than Imperative caution. At the
close of each day, when by a few miles
of Judicious galloping he had fully
winded the cowboy's mount, the sagaclous black would circle to the rear of
his pursuer and often, in the bloom of
early night, walk recklessly near to the
camp of his enemy Just for the sake of
sniffing euriously. But each morning,
as the cowboy cooked his scant breakfast, he would see, standing a few hun-

tlemen have queer notions. They put
It was worth six
a price on Ills head.
mo::ths' wages to any cowboy who
might kill or capture Black Eagle.
About tills time Lefty, the silent
man of the Bar L outfit, disappeared.
Weeks went by and still the branded
stallion remained free and unhurt, for
no cow horse In all the west could

keep him In sight half an hour.
Black Eagle had been the outlaw
king of the ranges for nearly two
years when one day as be was standing at lookout while the band cropped

dred rods away, Black Eagle, patiently
waiting for the chase to be resumed.
Day after day was the hunted black
called upon to foil a new ruse. Sometimes it was a game of hide and seek
among the buttes, aud again It was an
early morning sally by the cowboy.
Once during a midday stop the dun
mustang was turned out to graze.
Black Eagle followed suit A half mile

the rich mesa grass behind him he saw

entering the cleft end of a distant
arroyo a lone cowboy mounted on a
With quick Intellidun little pony.
gence the stallion noted that this arroyo wound about until its mouth gave
upon the side of the mesa not a hundred yards from where he stood.
Promptly did Black Eagle act. Calling his baud, he led it at a sharp pace
to α sheltered hollow on the mesa'·
buck slope. There he left It and hurried away to take up his former position. He had not waited long before
the cowl»oy, riding stealthily, reappeared at the arroyo'a mouth. Instantly the race was on. Tossing his fine

from un uugle, gradually
forcing his quarry into a circular
course whose diameter narrows with
every turn.
This, however, was a trick Black
Eagle hail long ago learned to block.
Sure of his superior speed, he galloped
away in a line straight as an arrow's
no heed at all to the

flight, paying

muuuer iu which he was followed.
Before night he had rejoined his baud,
while far οίΓ on the prulrle was α lone
cowboy moodily frying bacon over a

sagebrush

fire.
But this pursuer was no faint heart.
Late the next day he was sighted
creeping cunningly up to windward.
Again there was a race, not so long
this time, for the day was far spent,

but with the same result.
When for the third time there came
Into view this same lone cowboy Black
was thoroughly aroused to the

Eagle

rider meant
mischief. Having once more led the
cowboy a long and fruitless chase, the
great black gathered up his band and
Not until noon of the
started south.
next day did he halt, and then ouly because many of the mares were In bad
shape. For a week the band was
moved on. During Intervals of rest a
fact that this

lookout

sharp

persistent

was

kept.

Watering

places, where an euemy might lurk,
were approached only after the most

careful scouting.
Despite all caution, however, the
cowlwy finally appeared 011 the horiUûwllling to endanger the rest
zon.
of the band and perhaps wishing a free

hand In coping with this evident Nemesis, Black Eagle cantered boldly out
to meet him. Just beyond guu range
the stallion turned sharply at right
angles and sped off over the prairie.
There followed a curious chase. Day
after day the great black led his pursuer on, stopping now and then to
graze or take water, never allowing

Consumption
There is

no

specific for

consumption. Fresh air, exercise, nourishing food and

Scott's Emulsion will come
pretty near curing it, if there
is anything to build on. Millions of people throughout the
world

health

are

living and in good

on one

lung.

Q From time immemorial the

doctors
oil for
course

cod liver

prescribed
consumption. Of
the patient could not

take it in its old form, hence
it did very little good. They
can

take

SCOTT'S

EMULSION

and tolerate it for a long
time. There is no oil, not
excepting butter, so easily
the
digested-and absorbed by the
in
oil
system as cod Ever
form of Scott's Emulsion,
and that is the reason it is so
helpful in consumption where
its use must be continuous.

^ We will send
sample free.
9 Be lurt that tbit
picture In the form of
a label ia oa the wrapper of every bottle of
Emubion you buy.

Scott & Bowne
ChemeU
409 Pearl Street
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Specks,

No lumps of alkali, arc
lei! in the biscuit or
cake when raised with

Royal Baking Powder.

The food is made light,

sweet and wholesome.
Royal should take the
place of cream of tartar and soda and saleratus and sour milk

in making all quickly
risen food.

stride by Lefty's whispered appeals.
Never again did Bluck Eagle win a

race.

AOVAl AAKIKO POffOCB CO., MW VOftX.

windward he could see the cow pony,
and beside It, evidently sitting with his
back toward his quarry, the cowboy.
For a half hour. j>erhap8, all was peace
and serenity. Then, as a cougar springing from his lair, there blazed out of
the bushes on the bank of a dry water
course to leeward a ritle shot.
Black Eagle felt a shock that stretched him on the grass. There arrived a
Btlnglug at the toi) of bis right shoulder
and a numbing sensation ail aloug his
backbone. Madly he struggled to get
on his feet, but he could do no more
than raise his fore quarters on his
knees. As he did. so he saw running
toward him from the bushes, coatlesa
his relentless pursuer.
and hatless,
Black Eagle had been tricked. The
figure by the distaut mustang then was
only a dummy. He had been shot from
ambush. Human strategy had won.
With o:ie last desperate effort, which
sent the red blood spurting from the
bullet hole in his shoulder, Black Eagle
heaved lrruself up until he sat on his
haunches, braced by bis forefeet set

It was a conwas more than a race.
flict of strategists. Black Eagle wished to do more than merely outdistance
his enemy. He meant to lead him far
away und then, under cover of night,
return to his baud.
Also the cowboy had a purpose. Well
knowing that he could neither overtake nor tire the black stallion, he intended to ride him down by circling.
In circling the pursuer rides toward

pursued

No Yellow

to

head In the air and switching haughtily Ills splendid tail, Black Eagle laid
his course lu a direction which took
him away from his sheltered band.
T'o jnding along behind came the cowboy, urging to utmost endeavor the
tough little mustang which he rode.
Had this been simply a race It would
hr "o lasted but a short time. But it

the

down through the lane of frantically
shouting spectators, winner by a half
dozen lengths.
That wns the Iteglnniug of Black
Eagle's racing career. How It progressed, bow be won races and captured purses in a seemingly endless
string of victories unniurred by a single defect, that Is part of the turf records of the xuuth and west
There had to be an end, of course.
Owners of carefully bred running
horses took no great pleasure, you may
Imagine, in seeing so many rich prizes
captured by α half wild branded stallion of no known pedigree and ridden
by a silent, square Jawed cowboy. So
they sent east for a "ringer." Ile
came from Chicago in a box car with
two grooms, and be was entered as an
unknown, although in the betting ring
the odds posted were one to five on
Yet It was a grand
the stranger.
race. This alleged unknown.with a suppressed record of victories at Sheepshead, Beunings and the Fort, did no
more than shove his long nose under
the wire a bare half bead In front of
Black Eagle's foam tlecked muzzle.
It was sullicieut. The once wild stallion knew when he was beaten. Hj
had done his best and he had lost.
His high pride had been bumbled, his
tierce spirit broken. No more did the
course hold tor him any pleasure, no
more could he lie thrilled by the cries
of ei>ectutors or urged into his old time

Ilrlilce Kept In Repair t»r Mautl*.
The byssus, or iliky bcnnl, by which
the mussel moors itself to the stone, la
It
■ fumiliur object of our sea rocks.
is iu Its nature Hire the silk of tbe silkworm ami exude.» In α glutinous thread
from an organ ut the base of the foot
The following is un instance in which
tbe mooring of the mussel was useful
A

to effect α purpose which human «kill
could not accomplish: A large bridge,
with twenty arches, in the town of
Biddeford, in Devonshire, crosses the
Torrldge river near the spot of ite
junction with the Taw. The tide flows
so very rapidly here that it was found
impossible to keep the bridge in repair
by means of mortar. The corporation
therefore Sleeps Itouts employed In
briuging mussels to it, and the inter»

wide apart.

|

llieu, Just as the cowboy brought his
rifle into position for the finishing shot,
the stallion threw up his handsome
head, his big eyes blazing like two
stars, and looked defiantly at his enemy.

Slowly, steadily the cowboy took aim
at the sleek black breast behind wldch
beat the brave heart of the wild thoroughbred. With finger touching the
trigger, he glanced over the sights and
looked Into those big buld eyes. For a
full minute man and horse faced each

other thus; then the cowboy In an uncertain, hesitating manner lowered his
rilie. Calmly Black Eagle waited. But
the expected shot never came. Instead
the cowboy walked cautiously toward

the wounded stallion.
No move did Black Eagle make, no
fear did he show. With a splendid Indifference worthy of a martyr he sat
there, paying no more heed to his approaching enemy than to the red stream
which trickled down his shoulder. Ile
was helpless and know It, but his noble
Even when
courage was unshaken.

the man came close enough to examine
«k..

...,Λ,,ιι,Ι

I,ml

not

the «lilnlni»

Ilpck

that for three years had known neither
touch of hand nor bridle rein the great
stallion did no more than follow with
curious, steady gaze.
It Is an odd fact tliat a feral horse,
although while free even wilder and
fiercer than those native to the prairies, when once returned to captivity
resnir.es almost instantly the traits and
habits of domesticity. So it was with
Black Eagle. With no more fuss than
he would have made when he was a
colt in paddock, he allowed the cowboy
to wash and dress his wounded shoulder and to lead him about by tlie halter.

By a little stream that rounded the
base of a big butte Lefty, for it was
for a
he. made camp, and every day
week he applied to Black Eagle's shoulder a fresh poultice of pounded cactus
leaves. In that time the big stallion
and the silent man burled distrust and

hate and enmity. No longer were they
nearer
captive and captor. They came
to l>eing congenial comrades than anyelse, for in the calm solitudes of

thing

the vast plains such sentiments may
thrive.
So, when the wound was fully healbe
ed. the black permitted himself to
cow
the
With
saddled.
and
bridled

It might they
pony following as best
rode toward Saute Fe.
With Black Eagle's return to the
cramped quarters of peopled places

there came experiences entirely new
to him. Every morning he was sada
dled by Lefty and ridden around
was
feuce inclosed course. At first he
allowed to set his own gait, but gradually he was urged to show his speed.
This was puzzling, but not a little to
oats
his liking; also be enjoyed the
twice a day and the careful grooming

if tor each canter. He became accustomed to stall life and to the scent and
voices of men alniut him, although as
Ever
yet he trusted none but Lefty.
kind and considerate he had found
Lefty. There were times, of course,
when Black Eagle longed to be again
his old
on the prairie at the head of
baud, but the Joy of circling the track
almost made up for the loss of those

wild free dashes.
One day when Lefty took him out
Black Ea île found many other horses
the lnon the track, while around

closure he saw gathered row on row
of*men and women. A baud was playthe
ing, and tlage were snapping In
breeze. There was a thrill of expectaBlack Eagle felt It,
tion In the air.
and as he pranced proudly down the
track there was lifted a murmur of
and appreciation which made

applause

his nerve·.» tingle strungely.
Just how it all came about the big
stallion did not fully understand at
the time. He heard a bell ring sharpand
ly, heard also the shouts of men
suddenly foanc himself flying down
the course In company with a dozen
other horses and riders. They had finished half the circle before Black Eagle
realized «hat a gaunt, long bar-

fully

reled bay was not only leading him,
but gaining with every leap. Tossing
hie black mane In the wind, opening
hie bright nostrils and pointing hie
thin, close set ear· forward, he swung
Into the long prairie stride which he
was wont to use when leading his wild
band. A half dosen leaps brought him
abreast the gaunt bay, and then, feeling Lefty's knees pressing his shoulders and hearing Lefty's voice whispering words of encouragement In his
ears.

Black Eaifle dashed ahead to rush

The black

permitted hlmndf to
and tuddlcd.

be bridled

euu, now»'ver, was not wholly inMich against Ills will the
cowboy who li:t<! -o relentlessly followed Black Εα,τΚ' halfway across the big
territory of Arizona to lay him low
with a ritle bullet, who bail spared his
life at the last moment and who had
ridden liitn to victory in so many gloriins

glorious.

races—tbi* silent, square Jnwed
had given him a litial caress and
then, Buying a husky goodby, hud
turned him over to the owner of a
great stud farm and gone away with α
thick lull oi' bank no es iu his pocket
and a guilty feeling iu his breast.
Thus it happens that today throughout the southwest there are many
black pointed, licet footed horses lu
whose veins runs the blood of a noble
horse. Some of them you will find In
well gtwrdod paddocks, while some
still ro,:::s the prairies In wild lauds
which are the menace of stockmen and
the vexation of cowboys. As for their
ous

man

sire, he Is

no more.

Although

some

lite story of Black Eagle.
of the minor details
may be open to dispute, the main
points you may hear recited by any
cattleman or horse breeder west of
Omaha, for Black Eagle really lived
and, as iierhaps you will agree, lived
'ibis

Is

not In valu.

Lnthrrleaa Soap.
"I sold a box of face powder," remarked the druggist, "to one of my
customers the other day which came

ruining my reputation as a reliable business man. This particular
brand of powder Is put up In a small
near

pink

celluloid container which Is per-

fectly smooth and when closed fits so
snugly that it is hardly possible to see
where the top and bottom are joined.
"When the woman got home she

the powder into another receiver which she kept on her dresser
and left the celluloid l»ox on the washstand In the bathroom. For two days
her husband, who Is a patient man and
does not like to complain about any
domestic nffairs, struggled with this
celluloid box, which he mistook for a
cake of soap. On the morning of the
third day he dropped the In>x, and this
caused It to open and revealed to him

emptied

the mystery of the latherless
New York Times.

soap."—

slices of the bridges ure tilled by hand
It is supported
with these mussels.
from being driven away by the tide
entirely by the strong threads which
these mussels tlx to the stonework, and
by un act or grant it Is α crime liable
to transportation for any person to remove the mussels unl.'ss iu the presence ami by the consent of the cor-

porative trustees.—Scottish Nights.

The Ruling Pnn-lun.
No self respecting actor will admit
that his show is uot drawing full
houses every ni^ht. One of the profession who plays Juvenile parts recently
met a leading man on the Itialio. The
leading man was dressed in deep
There was a wide band of
black.
crape on his hat. and he had discarded
the patent leather shoes an actor love·
for others of α subdued polhh that

spoke

of grief.
"What's the matter'/" asked the Juvenile.
"My father Is dead," answered the
leading man in a heartbroken voi.*e.
The juvenile expressed his sympathy.
"When did he die?" he asked.
"La-1 week. We burled him today—
α nice funeral," answered the heart·
broken one.

"Large attendance?" asked tlie Ju-

venile.
Λ smile of enthusiastic delight flash"Larue
ed over the mourner's f««*e
attendance!" he cried. "My boy. we
turned 'em away."—New Y »rk News.
"Hall

in sessi >ii a: i iiiladc!; ilia, was debatthe
ing what attitude to assume iu
struggle between France and Liigland.
l'art, tcciin. ran hi^li. and the uir
was st.rclnwith patriotic enthusiasm. Λ young actor Iri the city who
to
was ab'iut to have a benefit came
that
llopuinxon in i.espalr ami said
it
twe.dy i..»xes t chained unsold. and
looked as if the ρΐο,.υ.-e.i beuetit would
would
prove a failure, h llopkiuson
write him a patriotic »,ng adapted to
the tune of "The ['resident's March."
it would save the day.
then

popuiar,

The following afternoon the sing was
the
ready. It was duly advertised,
house was packed, and In wild enthusiasm the song was encored uml re-eu·

cored.
Οιιι* SIiIp of the Month.

DUl you ever meet a stranger who
talked from one side of liis luoutl),
UKiia!!y hi an undertone un.l with Li.t
T.ie
while talking?
eyes wandering
mail's manner is not an indication that
someho is weighing his wonIκ or has
t h ill},'

An E&tr.iordliiari' Porraf.
ίιι fluThe most extraordinary forest
Dr. Wei
wot hi was discovered l»y
sonu
witsrli and occupies a tableland
six miles In width near tin· west co·:?
trees
of Africa. 'Πιο peculiarity of tliu
Is that, though their trunks arc as
at
much as four feet In diameter, they
tain the heivht of only a foot. No tree
bears more thnii two leaves, and these
attain a length of six and a breadth of

two feet.

Kut What He Seemed.
Ilomancc has tiling a deceptive halo
lie was
over the old yeoman farmer.
certainly not a good tiller of the soil,
but Inscy. old fashioned and linen turprls
iu need
Ing. No houses were so much
of repair, no gnrdens so III kept, no
as
fields so overgrown with weeds,
those of the small proprietor of the

sure

a
important to tell. It Ik almoat
sij.ni that he has spent yours la

This manner of talking Is acin prison, whore conversation
uud
anion,'
prisoners is prohibited
of ono
where the men liavf to talk out
side of their mouths in order to prevent
the keeper from noticing that convenu·
to
tion Is going on. The habit sticks
the convicts for yours after they get

jail.

quired

out—New York Press.
One

rill (Tex.l Transcript.

tribuThe river Orinoco has more
total
taries than any other river. The
number is put at 2.500, including 43C
Inrge streams.
Purity of Oread.
thai
It cannot be too often repented
there Is
of all food that conies to table
Loudon
nothing so pure as bread.
Bakers' Times.

rich.—Seneca.

Tine.

It U
groups, women are objectionable.
Individuals or In sjuuII squads that

as

they

are so

Incomparably Interesting.—

Two

Points of Vlaw.

On one occasion, at a party given by
rose t«
Sir John Mlllals, I.ady Halle
her intens*
play the violin, when to
amusement she heard Landseer exA woman
claim: "<iood gracious!
playing the fiddle!" On the other band
Im
an old fashioned nobleman when
saw a gentleman sit down to the plauc
contemptuously remarked, "I woudei
If the creature can sew."
Gofnv to

a

Uctar·.

ui.)—I shay, offlsher, la
thish—hie—Blank street? Policeman-

Jaggsby (2

a.

Yes. Jaggsby—Wlib you'd—hie—d'reel
me to 411. tioln' to—hlc—'tend lecture
Policeman—What! Attend ·
there.
lecture at this hour of the morning)
Jaggsby—Yes. Thash's where I—hie—

live, an' I'm married. SheeT—Chicago
News.

Facial.

—

He who lives after nature shall nevei
be poor; after opinion shall never tx

·

disturbing.
that, although individually charming,
do not bunch well. Taken In large

Life.

Is
Rpeaking of the irony of fate, why
It that a mau's friends sometimes for
Ter·
get him, hut his enemies never?-

nt

Women do not mass as well as meu
do. They lose l>y aggregation. χ street
seeui
car full of women mukes walking
attractive. Λ regiment of meu Is pleaswould be
iug. A regiment of women
So there are some flowers

eighteenth century.—London Country Life.
Neighborly.
She—I have not seen you for un nge,
Herr Doctor, notwithstanding that we
In
live only a few streets apart here
Berlin. I learned with much regret that
told
you've lH»en 111. Ilerr Doctor—Who
wrote mf
you that? She—My brother
from India.- Fliegende Blatter.

Columbia·»" l-'lrat Itrudltlo:·.

"Hall CoiiuuMn" was ui .tlen in 171)*
by Jose) h ilcpki.ison v.i»en congre-*,

"Don't you think lier face ruthcr too
thin?"
"Well. I don't know. I can't see any
Can
It's worn through

place where
you?"—Puck.

B8TABLBHKD Id»?.

gemocrnt, I

(Harford
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Job Pitnrnxe —New type, fast presse·, electric
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East Sumner.
Ezra Keene and wife returned home
on Wednesday from a several weeks*
visit in Boston and suburban towns.
Ε. I. Brown, the lumberman, is to
operate in lumber interests this winter
in Andover, we hear. A. H. Uarlow and
family are to move into his residence at
East Sumner and care for the house and
stock.
The fall term of school in charge of
Three enlisted men on the battleship Miss Alice Russell closed on Friday.
Stephen Duten, who has spent several
Wisconsin are dead as the result or
drinking bay rum stolen from the ship's weeks in the place and in Peru, started
barber shop. You may not be sufficient- on Wednesday towards his home in
in Lewisly keen of intellect to see it, but there i> Portland, stopping a few days
ton and vicinity en route.
no doubt the incident is a teliing argua
veteran
of the
B.
Charles
Bonney,
ment iu favor of resubmission iu Maine.
Ninth Maine Infantry, is laid up with
rheumatic and heart trouble. It is
Edison has again perfected his storage
hoped, however, that be may soon be
marthe
on
battery, and it will soon be
out again.
to
are
be
beket, if newspaper reports
Ralph L. Hodsdoii is an object of
Edison is a
lieved. That is good.
much sympathy as he has nearly lost the
has
been
his
and
battery
wizard,
storage
use of his hands by what seems to be a
perfected no less than half a dozen times paralysis of the nerves and muscles. His
It ought
in the past six or eight years.
case is tjuite similar to that of his father
to be a pretty good thing by the time it who died some over two
years ago. A
gets on the market.
peculiar affliction and much to be de-

we please to the
But
have no friends.
when we try it on the Japanese it's different. The exclusion of Japanese children
has
from the î»an Fraucisco schools
raised a muss in which Uncle Sam will
a
find
if
he
can
hand
a
take
chance, in
the interest of his treaty obligation· and
the general welfare of the country. We
can't afford to carry Japan's ill-will.

We can do

Chinese—they

anything

While in their little

playhouse

at

Au-

gusta Monday, sons of Thomas Quirion,
Enal, aged 3, and Augustine, aged 5,

with matches and started a fire
which burned them to death. The houae
was constructed from a large dry goods
box in the yard of the family on Mill
Street, and had been used by the boys
this summer. They went in that morning and a few minute· after 9 o'clock the
lace was discovered'nearly consumed by
All efforts to extinguish the flames
re.
were in vain and when the ruins were
palled over sectioos of the bodies of the
children were found burned to a criap.
It ia supposed they were overcome by
the smoke while trying to extinguish the
blaze, and were unable to open the door,
which was fastened on the inside.

played

S

Kx-Mayor John De Lai tire, of Minneapolis, an Ellsworth boy, who retains
his interest in his home city, during bis
visit to Maine last summer expressed his
wish to do something

for Ellsworth.

letter
to the city government, offering to give
to the city library 13,000 worth of stoek
in a western telegraph and telephone
This wish baa

now

taken form la

a

company, which is paying dividends of
β per oent annually ia quarterly pay- !
Mr. DeLaittre suggests that the
meats.
interest oo this stock, 145 quarterly, be
ussd in the purchase of new books for

the library.

The ceremony was impressively performed by Rev. C. ▲. Knickerbocker of
Arlington, Mass., assisted by Rev. Isabella S. Macduff, resident pastor of the
church.
The church was effectively decorated
with palms and ferns, and in front of the

Îear

The Woman's Christian Temperance
its regular meeting with
Lohengrin, Rev. Mr. Knickerbocker and Charles Prince Friday afternoon. An
Rev. Miss Macduff, followed by Mr. encouraging session was held. Mrs. A.

she played the

wedding march from Union held

Charles Young of Lewiston, as best man,
and the bridegroom, entered from the
parlor, and advanced to the altar where
they awaited the coming of the bride and
her attendants, who came up the centre
aisle led by the four ushers, Miss Inez
Briggs of this place, Mrs. Caroline P.
Harlow of Paris Hill, and Miss Jessie
Ring and Miss Bessie Raye both of Lewiston, next came Miss Linnie F. Marshall
a sister of the bride, as maid of honor,
who carried a bouquet of
daybreak
pinks. Following these came the bride
escorted by her fathor, Mr. George F.
Marshall. She was daintily gowned in
white net with long white veil fastened
with maiden hair fern and carried a
bouquet of bride roses.
After the ceremony the bridal party
proceeded to the church parlor to the
strains of Mendelsshon's wedding march.
There Mr. and Mrs. Thayer held a short
reception and received the congratulations and good wishes of those present.
It was intended as a family wedding and
but very few were invited aside from
relatives and those participating in the
ceremony. Relatives were present from
Boston, Portland, South Paris and Paris
Hill, also six friends from Lewiston,
making in all about fifty people.
In Good Will Hal), which was decorated in red and green with ferns and
flowers, a wedding lunch was served,
harlequin ice cream, choice assorted
cakes, punch and nuts. The bride's
cake containing all the magic symbol»*
Miss Linnie
was cut by the bride.
Marshall got the piece with the ring,
Miss Inez Briggs the thimble, Miss Ring
of Lewiston the coin, and Miss Grace A.
Thayer of South Paris the button. Mrs.
Harry Johnson served as caterer.
After these festivities the newly married couple went across the street to the
home of L. C. Bates to change for traveling suits. As it was supposed they intended to take the 9 p. m. Montreal express the friends surrounded the house
and waited in tho street prepared to
send them off with suitable demonstrations. At nearly train time Mr. and
Mrs. Thayer came out and hastily entered the team driven by Charles Aldricb,
which had been waiting for them and
drove toward the station amid a shower
of confetti, the crowd following. The
sport of the evening was in the ingenious
manner in which the couple eluded the
company and escaped the showers of rice
from bulging pockets. When the team
arrived at the store of P. J. Miles Jt Co.
instead of going to the station they
turned abruptly down Pioneer Street
and drove rapidly around the square
toward the Marshall homestead at Trap
Corner, where after various exciting incidents they secreted themselves for the
night. The young people waited and
searched in vain for the vanished couple,
and after considerable time had elapsed
had
and several telephone messages
proved fruitless of result, reluctantly retired from the scene, the friends from
Lewiston being entertained for the night
at the Marshall home. Imagine their
surprise when in the morning Mr. and
Mrs. Thayer came down and greeted the
guests with a cheerful although unexpected "Good morning."
Mrs. Thayer is the youngest daughter
of Mr. George F. Marshall and was one
of our popular young ladies. She is a
graduate of Bliss Business College of
Lewiston and for several years has been
employed in that city as stenographer
and bookkeeper. Mr. Thayer is a well
known and respected young man from
Paris Hill, and they will make their
future home in that town. Mr. aud Mrs.
Thayer left here on Wednesday going by
team to Paris Hill, and from there taking the train for Boston where they will
be gone on a wedding trip of a week or
more.
They received numerous and
valuable wedding gifts of silver, cut glass
and useful articles.

Mre. Fred Chandler and daughter· of
South Paria spent Sunday with Un.
Chandler'· parenu, Mr. and Mr·. P. 8.

Chandler.
MiuJane Howard Oibaon has
ed her

position

versalist ohoir.

as

retain-

aoloiat in the Uni-

Tuesday

guest over night of his old friend John
Irish. He also called on Mr. Gilbert
Tilton and others.
Calling on your former correspondent,
Gilbort Tilton, we found him more comfortable, with better appetite and a little
He still remains in
more courage.
blindness but enjoys the attention and
calls of his many friends.
A five-cent social was held Friday
evening at the hall at East Buckfleld.
It was well patronized and a pleasant
entertainment was given consisting of
Mrs. Lyman
music and recitations.
Waterman is president of the Ladies'
Circle, under whose patronage it was
held.

Bryant'a Pond.
Ileury Floyd of West Peru

at the hotel.
K. C. Davis had

a

colt

is

clerking

badly injured

Wednesday by running into

a

barbed

wire fence.
Most of the apples have been sold in
this vicinity and shipped to Portland.
Benjamin York of Sumner is visiting
his daughter, Mrs. R. C. Davis.
There was a Hallowe'en party Wednesday evening at the town hall in connection with the Ladies' Aid Society
supper. A largo number were present.
Mrs. Will Morse and Mrs. Geo. Cummings are on the sick list.
The box party Nov. 1 at Geo. L Cusliman's was well attended and a good
sum raieed for the purchase of a new
stove to be used in the Chase school
bonse.
F. P. Cole of the Dearborn Spool Co.,
is on a businose trip this week to Lynn,
Mass., and Newark, N. J.
B. R. Billings was at East Β Hill Friday to bring out a crew of deer hunters.
The threshers have arrived in town
and are at J. M. Day's. There is not
probably one-half the grain raised in
Woodstock that there was thirty years
ago.

Hebron.
Oct. 20th, the W. K. C. and
Vets from this place were invited to attend the campflre with narry Rust Post
at Norway. Fifteen of the W. R. C. and
two veterans, C. H. George and W. A.

Friday,

Bartlett, attended.

On Saturday Hebron
ed their anniversary.

Grange

celebrat-

Wednesday evening of last week the
annual harvest home festival with supper and entertainment was held in the
vestry of the church. A large number
were present and $S7 was taken.
Friday, Nov. 2d, Mr. and Mrs. Ezra
Marshall will celebrate their golden

wedding.

About 75

were

and the others were in charge of the
Hallowe'en games, perhaps the most
popular being the mystery of fortuao
telling by the weird light of a Jack-oI an tern. Mr. Ε. E. Tuell then sold at
auction to the young men 15 paper bags.
These paper bags contained a feminine
hat with suitable materials for trimmings and the name of the owner which
was to be the partner of the purchaser
for the march to follow. These hat a
were trimmed by the young men that
the girls might wear them during the
march, and the various millinery tastes
displayed were the occasion of much
merriment. Irving Emmons won the
prize of a cake for the best trimmed hat.
At intermission cake and cocoa were
■old, and some cakes left over were
readily sold at auction. The evening
closed with a sociable, and quite a little
sum was added to the treasury of the

League.

prepared

M. Q. Bradbury.
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IMPERFECT

CAUSE OF SERIOUS DISEASE.

j

in- !

While health reports
give
m a oauae of death, yot it so
weakens the stomach and the whole system that it makes one readily susceptible to serious illness.
do not

digestion

B. Abbott.
Andrew Rose has moved into Mrs.
Je.»sie Hammon's rent.

Clayton Churchill has bought a Syrasulky plow.
F. A. Dunham has started his apple
packers out.

cuse

^':i\rr'baQ^.r;he>

nothing

=|

leading merchants,

ie

"

«

one
β

Reasons Why You Should
Your Fur Coat of Us.

a

the

a

many

Nezinscot Distory Club, and has been
its secretary for the past two year
Mr Warren ie the son of Mr. and Mr

is worth

active member of the Baptist
its choir, and t
fc
teacher of a class of
j
a
He is
bovsln the Sunday School.
member of the school committee and
holds other important °®°ββ to ι°*η
i
fairs, and is highly respected by the

A. D. Littiebale caught a coon
dressed 15 pounds.
A. D. Littiebale is packing apples in
Sumner.
George Tubbs will run the saw mill at
Noith Paris this winter.
Mrs. Linooln Holmes and daughter,
Lottice Parker, visited at Ernest Mason's, Nov. 1.
Rev. and Mrs. Thomas Whiteside of
West Paris and Mr. and Mrs. America
Andrews visited at Β. K. Dow's, Nov. 1.
Mrs. Clayton Churchill has been at
Albany visiting her mother who is sick
over there.

Fountain Pen

c^fidence^n

Lovell.

The town schools closed this week and
as far as we know have been very satis-

factory.
The apples, of

which there was a good
crop about here, have been sold and about
all shipped. They were bought by E.
L. Bell and Ο. E. Andrews of this town,
and Ingalls of Bridgton, generally for
•91.75 per bbl., ones and twos.
Andrews and wife of South
C. G
Paris are in town for a few days.
There are now about one hundred and
fifty telephones on the various independent lines connecting with the central at Lovell village. This gives excellent service with Sweden,
Fryeburg,
North Fryeburg, West Fryeburg, West
East
Stoneham, and
Lovell, Lovell,
North Waterford, and the line at West
Stoneham connecting at North Lovell is
nearly completed. The central is at S.
L. Plummer's.

phïîïïpe-saundera.

««

You Blow It to

Empty

gun

and out.

Maine was united in marriage with
Β Phillips of West Minor,
0«. 10. 1000.

YOU DON'T BLOW IT

&».

TO SELL IT

iffies/SsS

There's no need to.

f the groo»,

It sells itself and every
purchaser is a satisfied
one.

GUARANTEED
UNCONDITIONALLY.

clergyman waeloastor

The officiating
D Athearn of Buckfield,Main
ρ
of the Baptist church. The ring service

Prices «2.50, *1.50,
«5.50.

«4.50,

FOR SALE BY

Jolin Pierce,

triramtlnR?.Vftn
£· lace and -bite
carried

*"ί

a

.bower bouquet of tea

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Ens

ci1B
roee.

the gueete ··'«
Invited into
dining room "here »
^aintv wedding luncheon was servea.
Mr and Mre. Phillip» »ere g»·™"?''

™e

THE

ESTABLISHED

iCOUNTRV
GENTLEMAN

^Ifta They ta?h attended flebron
i> 'he daughter of Mr. ι
Mraraphiilip·
0. Saundera of Ea.t Sumner
Raw?on

1831

AMD ÂDXrrrSDLY

fess«js%asWKi
tbBÎ,°b Mr°ïïd CTbiHip.;

SlsgU Bobserlptloa, «1.60;
Two BabserlpUoas, «2.50;
Fire Snbserlptloas, «6.M.

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS Co BAIS·
EBS OF LABGEH CLUBS.

j

around.

Frank Brown's family have tho

mea-

Andrew
unaer jail

Eaye,

48 years

sentence

tor

old,

who was

(liBiuruiug

">t>

I peace of his family, committed suicide at
Calais Wednesday night by hanging himself in bia cell. Kaye leaves a wife and
ten children. He declared he would end
hla life and kept hi· word.
While hunting in the woods near MonCharles Jackson shot himself
son,

Four Months' Trial Trip 50 cents.

SPECIMEN COPIES

will be mailed free on request It will pay any
body interested in any way in country life to
send for them. Address the publishers :

LUTHER TUCKER A SON,

Albany, Ν. T·
W" Subscription- taken at this office.

Eastern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.

anything that
isn't it ?

goes wrong

money? Well,

what

we can

then,

come

and

do for you.

Our Prices $15 up to $65.
Ladies' Fur Goats $22, $28, $32.

F. H. NOYES CO.,
Norway.

(2 Stores, )

South Paris,

Stick to the Handle
You get more facte about easy running
right it the crank of a separator than by listening to talk. If a separator turns easily, the

1
crank tells you so as soon as you touck it.
selling the lightest runuing cream separator made—and it's the best every way you
look at it. It's
am

The

Sharpies Tubular.

The Tubular is the cleanest skimming,
most durable, easiest to wash separator
made. The waist low can saves your back,
the enclosed gears can't pinch your fingers,
the self oiliog device saves time, uses the oil
The Tubular
over and over and prevents dripping on machine or floor.
skimmed 2 Ι·2 to 9 times cleaner than any other In a National Clean Skimming Contest The Tubular is a money maker and labor saver—it increases the butter money 25 to 100 per cent. and letteens the work of handling milk about
one-half. Bring your wife around to see It. She'll say it is the easiest to waah.
Let me give you a catalog with a lot of good thing* In it.

T. M.

DAVIS, 5outh Paris, Maine.

Manager Oxford County Creamery.

We

are

ready to do all kinds of

Carriage Work.
Wood, Iron and Painting.

traveling j

^Xonth^irionrneyth^gbli...

good,

Coats.

TBI

Leading AgicnM Journal of tue Worlt

you, isn't it?

We have Coon Coats, Australian and
Russian Calf Coats, Kangaroo Coats,
Dog Coats, Angora Coats, also Fur Lined

The ONLY Agricultural NEWSpaper,

from South
Every department written by spécialiste, the
Paris are boarding at L. J. Gamhighest authorities in their respective lines.
mon's and hunting deer.
No other paper pretends to compare with It
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Sawyer attended character, and is highly esteemed by his
in qualification* of editorial staff.
Suncook Grange Friday night and report
Gives the agricultural NEWS with a degree
a fine time.
gowned in a
of completeness not even attempted by others.
Freeland Adams and Lida Harmon of
Bridgton were at Dennis Adams' Friday
INDISPENSABLE TO
and Saturday.
Miles Adams has gone to work for L.
friend, ; ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS
G. McKeen on the mountain.
WHO WISH TO
wiah them many yeara of bappineee and
Earl Kenieton of Lovell ie staying
!
KEEP VP WITH THE Tin ES.
a while with his grandfather, Wm. Gama man

aCMrs^PbiinPs,

see

It

Blow a little water in

sum

with insertions and

your

time.

2-10^·

to

large
Variety

Reason Three—Our reputation for reasonable prices and be*t values for the
money the market affords should influence you. You want the best for

Change the inks at any

Mr'uarrv

ftp"

squirt

No unolean

needed.

You Blow It to Clesi It

North Stoneham.
*
W. W. Durgin has sold his steers to
Austin Hutchinson of Albany and bought
another pair of Z. McAllister of West

Lovell.
Jack Gammon and

"You Blow It to Fill It"

of the most popular young men of our
10
Both Mr. and Mrs. Warren have the
best wishes of their many friends fo
their future happiness.

BUCKFIKI.D, Me., Nov·
Mies Millie M. Saunders of East

DONT"

made

The Crocker

citizens, who have great
which
bis judgment and ability, and be

to have

you

your hands when filling
it with that old medicine dropper. Get

U an

something

a

ReftMOn Tw·—Our coats are manufactured
by old reliable firms, those we have
dealt with each season, so we know
We guarwhat we are selling you.
Worth something to
antee our coats.

at your fountain pen if it
sweats and blots and
DON'T
goes by jerks.
'•KICK" if you dirty

church, the leader of

Buy

Reaeo· One—Because we carry
assortment. About 100 coats.

SWEAR !

Ρ°Ργι"
'η
Γ.. Mi having tançbt«ho°l
town, and ie greatly
L
member of the
friends. She is be'ov"lr
our

|=Ξ

8TORK8.

BLUE

unless it cures.

■anv *°r?jTX
0j

Hebron Academy and
M te. Warren, the deoghlet of

church.
Monday gational
Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens of Portland was
At the L. T. L. meeting last Friday
night the homes of Mr. C. H. and Her- the following officers were elected to again elected president of the National i
food
man George were entered and
Woman's Christian Temperance Union,
serve for.three months:
taken. Tuesday night a clean sweep
at the convention in Hartford, Conn.,
President— Leola Rutterflelrt.
Leon
was made at Professor Teague's,
Vice-President—Beulah Johnson.
last week.
are

PROLIFIC

MOST

^targssft.1 HB

mon.

House-breakers

DIGESTION

DYSPEPSIA.]

b®lan^

Fred Sturtevant is in New
Mrs.
Maine Newt Note*.
Lyman Hilton went to Lewiston SaturSharon.
Mrs. Joseph Hibbs visited her sister day.
Miss Nellie M. Crocker of Parkman is
in Auburn last week.
East Brownfleld.
under arrest charged with murdering
Mrs. Dudley of North Bridgton is visitLast Sunday evening an interesting
her infant child by cutting its throat
ing at Prof. Moody's.
harvest concert was held at the Congrewith scissors.
Mr. Augustus Bumpus is quite sick.

present and a Wesley Wyman.
R. S. Tracy lias just received an
jolly time was enjoyed. Eight young
ladies of the grammar school grade were ford D<>wn buck lamb from Cbas.
attired as ghosts. Two served as ushers Hilton, Uadison, Maine.
League.

;"Λΐ!ϊ£\ΐ
Sev.

eleven bears.
W. Pottle, president.
The academy re-opened Monday and
Mr. Kimball Prince and wife closed
their home here Wednesday and went to nearly all of the measles viotims were
New Tork on their way to their winter able to return.
Mr. Eli Stearns is busy packing aphome in Florida.
Mr. Frank Withington left his home ples.
The Ladies' Club and Christian EnTuesday last for a short pleasure trip
visiting friends in Lewiston, Brunswick deavor served a nice supper in Garlaud
and other places, returning home Thurs-· chapel Thursday evening.
Mr. Charles Farwell is confined to his
day. Mr. Withington has many friends
and acquaintances all over the state, he bed again. Dr. Bradbury of Norway
being for many years traveling agent for was called in consultation.
the Withington brush factory. For the
North Parla.
pant two or three years he has been laid
Mrs. Carrie Flavin is at Deacon Dunaside from business on account of imham's with her children for a short
paired health.
Mr. Lemuel Dunham in his itinerary time.
Mrs. Kimball is working for Mrs. A.
and was the
Buckfleld

reached

Buckfiïld,

Tuesday Mist Alice Billing· went to
Augusta for treatment
If you have distress after eating, a feelThe M. E. society have just placed in which waa prettily decorated for the occasion, the officiating c»eWm"
their church a fine new organ.
ing of heaviness in the stomach, nervousW. D. Athearn, paator of the Bap ness, dizziness, naasea, headache or
Mr. and Mr*. Will C. Bean of New
York are visiting Mr. Bean'· parent·, tlst church.
any other symptoms of indigestion, bed
Mr. and Mr·. Nathan Bean.
gin the use of Mi-o-na at once and get
"»■
at
well.
Mr. Ernest Demerrltt has a camp
Ml>o-na will give such strength and
Hell Gate at the mouth of Diamond
tone to the whole digestive system that
River where it c-imea into the Magalloway River. He acta as guide and emyou can eat anything at any time without fear of distress or indlgestioo.
ploys two men aod entertains sportsThe wedding ceremony waa
F. A. Shurileff & Co. have so much
men.
A sportsman recently came down mama.
and reported seeing twelve deer dressed followed by congratulation., and Mr. faith in its superior merits, that they
fo
and hanging in camp, also reported that and Mr·. Warren started immedlately
give a guarantee with every 50 cent box
Mr. Demerrltt had shot and trapped Canada. On their honeymoon trip th y of Mi-o-na that the remedy will cost

Swroiirt—Klnn Hftrrlman.
Whitney's and Η. T. Glover's. Cooked
Trenaurcr—Geneva Sands.
in active preparation for their sale and food ana canned gouus were ine prinMiHR Augusta Spring has been visiting
supper, which will be held in their hall cipal tilings taken.
at Mrs. Mary Spring's.
on Wednesday afternoon and evening,
Dickvale.
A rural free delivery route is to be
Nov. 21.
Mrs 0. 0. Tracy is visiting relatives established between this place and East
A very pleasant affair was the Hallowe'en social held at Odd Fellows1 Hall in Readfleld.
Fryeburg, beginning Jan. 2d, 1907.
Mrs. Cbas. Tracy is quite sick at this
Wednesday eveniDg of last week, under
Northwest Bethel.
the auspices of the School Improvement writing, also Mrs. Laroy Bisbee and Mrs.

At this writing it is expected that Mi**
Lola A. Lane will return here from
King's Hospital tn Portland on Saturday. She is making a rapid and satisfactory recovery.
Miss Eva Tucker, who is at the Maiue
General Hospital, is doing well.
Mrs. James Lapham went to the Cenplored.
Daniel R. Palmer, a life long resident tral Maine Oeneral Hospital at Lewiston
of the place, has moved to Buckfield the early part of last week for a surgical
village. Having become totally blind bo operation.
Mrs. F. E. Wheeler went with Mrs. W.
was unable to carry on his farm and sold
H. Emery last Wednesday to the Eye and
the same to Capt. L. B. Bisbee.
Howe's steam mill ha* been ta\en Ear Infirmary at Portland. Mrs. Emery
down and moved to Minot to be set up had been sick for two weeks or moro
with an abscess in the head which nefor cutting out pine lumber.
Ladies' Circle cessitated surgical treatment.
The Congregational
former
Mr. Charles Hammond, a
realized about fifty dollars after paying
expenses at their recent sale of various resident here, has been visiting his relaarticles of domestic utility, food, etc. tives, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dunham. Mr.
Thanks due to many outside of the cir- Hammond is in ill health and has just
cle for kindly aid in making the affair a returned from the West where he has
success. These fine ten-cent dinners and been for treatment.
Mrs. Clarence O. Morton is visiting
suppers take well with an appreciative
public and help pay many little church her parents in Haverhill, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Abbott, who recently
bills and expenses. With two ladies'
circles and the grange dinners, one can moved into the Willis rent on Maple
"fill up" at little expense.
Street, have changed into the upstairs
rooms in Mr. Alden Day's house on
Denmark.
Greenwood Street.
The Ladies' Social Circle of the BapMr. and Mrs. Fred T. Dyer of Boston
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Belcher tist church met last Friday afternoon
Mrs. Samuel Estes, Jr. The circle
with
for a few days.
Harold Jewett, son of Mr. and Mrs. are holding regular weekly meetings, and
Algernon Jewett, is sick with typhoid are much interested in the preparation»
fever, attended by Dr. Marston of for their sale in December. They have
contracted to make twelve comfortables
Brownfield.
three dozen towels for the Paris
Mr. Welles is to
occupy the old Abbott and
Ingalla storehouse as a blacksmith shop Manufacturing Co.'s lumber camps at
Wm. C. Ordway Is away on a short Greenwood, and as it is a rush order
will probably work every day this week.
vacation.
Fred Alexander has received hia di- The work will be done at Grange Hall,
vorce from Georgia Alexander.
Cause, and the assistance of those interested
would be appreciated.
adultery.
Mrs. Elva E. Locke went to Portland
Elwood Pendexter is at home on a
last week for a short visit, and Rev.
short vacation.
L. L. Cook of Cornish has been en- Miss Macduff also spent several days of
gaged to finish the house of Charles H. last week in that city.snow
fell on Friday
Several inches of
H. Mclntire.
which was not welcomed hy those deeast Bethel.
sirous of finishing up their fall work.
On Sunday, Nov. 4, at the Unlveraalist
The mountain side· are white with
church, the morning sermon was the last
•now.
Edgar Swan and Ernest Bock return- of a series of five on the essential princied from a banting trip lait week with a ples of Universalisai; at the Sunday
School the service was devoted to a
nice deer.
arrangement for All
Mr. and Mrs. 0. Blake from Milan, N. specially
Souls Sunday. In the evening the pastor
H., recentlyvisited relative· here.
Mr. Z. W. Bartlett visited Lewiston gave a talk on missionary work in Japan.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Emerton of Auburn
last week and purchased a span of
are here and boarding at J. F. Seed's.
hone·.
Mrs. J. W. Bean la having a barn built Mr. Emerton is on his annual hunting
in place of the one burned last summer. trip, and Is accompanied hy W. W.
Mr. H. E. Bartlett has finished burn- Seavey of Troy.
Linooln Holmes has begun the erection
ing a nioe kiln of brick, which are now
of his livery stable on the lot near the
ready for sale.
are bow depot recently purchased by him of Mrs.
Addition· aid

improvements
Maf mad· on iki Qmage Hall.

Mr·. William Morrill of But Buckfleld
after an illness of several month·, passed away Thursday, Oct. 26, and was
buried Saturday. Rev. Mr. Markley of
Turner and her pastor, Rev. A. W. Pottle, conducted the funeral service.
The second quarterly meeting for the
conference year was conductedlast Sabbath by the Presiding Elder Rev. C. F.
Parsons at the Methodist church. In
the evening he preached a most interesting sermon before the monthly union
meeting at the Baptist churoh. From
the pastor's report it appeared thac the
pastor's claim to date was fully met,
and the presiding elder's claim for the
was paid in full.
One person was
aptized and two were received to full
membership in tho church.

DANGERS FROM

Wvren-SpMiWiln*.

BatM.

Buckftold.

In the new

altar where the ceremony took place was
arranged a bank of solid green, in the
I centre of which was a
large monogram
Mr.. Hannibal Hamlin of Bangor was with the initial letters T. and M. in white.
re▲ large bouquet of pinks adorned the
the guest of Miss Fannie Hammond
parlor table Miss Delia H. Lane, an
aunt of the bride, was organist, and as
S.inil»T

Mathew£,n

From a report made at a recent convention of lumber manufacturers as to
the amount of lumber standing and the
annual cut, it is âgured out by arithmetical process that iu twenty years there
will be no comment lumber in this
country. Aud yet it is a fact, though
entirely ignored in the calculation, that
lumber will grow some, even if it is but
And nature
little, in twenty years.
is growing timber just as fast as she has
the cbance.

held

Unlveraallat church occurred Tuesday
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL evening of last week at 7:80 o'clock
when Mr. J arris Marble Thayer of Paris
I
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Hill and Miss Georgia Francis Marshall
of this place were united in marriage.

her school last week on account of IllShe i« reported improving now.
ness
Miss Maude Newell closed a
ful term of school in Sumner last week
Coming Event*.
and returned home.
*·
Through the kindness of Mrs. r V
of New York, who has.pent
Nov. 1.1. M. 15 —Annual meeting and exhibition
Harrt-1
of Malue State l'umologlcal Society,
several summers at Paris Hill, the Pans
son.
has
Hill School Improvement
ceived the gift of a handsome flag for its
NEW ADVKKT1SEMENTS.
house, which will be raised
the present
oriate exercises during
Glasses and Citasse·.
Blue store·.
week
In making the gift Mrs. Mathew™
Pre/Mont Kuzvelt.
.rite. a
"AUho«k ™ <■.«
Stick U> the Handle.
no permanent footing in Par
UN) Men Wanted.
«ire earnestly to keep some remembrance
Caution.
Lost.
among our good friends there, and every
A Κ outness Change.
while ...hell trT to keep tb.t
remembrance green."
Here mod There.
#r;An,lM
Quite a party of relatives and friends
from this village attended a
Two well known Portland men and church wedding at the Universalist
their wives have recently returned from church at West Paris last
a hunting trip, ami it is announced that
ing. The contracting parties were Mr.
the two deer which they brought back jarvis Marble Thayer of Paris Hill and
were shot by the ladies, one each. Which Miss Georgia,
youngest daughter of
statement may indicate that those men Georee F. Marshall of West Paris.
did not cease to be chivalrous simply C A. Knickerbocker was the officiating
because they got married.
After the wedding cereclergyman.
monv the bridal couple took a carriage
to the railroad station but just before
The Standard Oil Company has been
I
switched into a side
lined $5000 in an Ohio court. Another reaching there,
he
to
street and quietly
cent on the price of oil will pay that in a
home of the bride, while
fraction of a day.
guests to the number of about hfty, fui y
the occ-ion
and
is
the
which
week
of
this
day
went to the station to give them a proper
Tuesday
decide» what the political complexion of -send off" on their departure K>r Monthe next congress will be. It also de- treal
It is reported that a larg" stocn
cides the other almost as interesting of rice and confetti is "on hand
ready
question, whether Hearst can be elected fur
wedding. The bride, and
conseThe
governor of New York.
Hn.um surprised Mr Marchall
fol
quences depending upon the settlement bv appearing at
be
that
of
far-reaching.
question may
lowing morning. Mr. and Mrs. Thay
tr
on
their
now
iu
are
Boston
wedding p
after which they are to reside at Pam
There is nothing surprising in the anerected
the
house
in
by Mr.
nouncement that the chief of the Port- Hill,
Thaver's grandfather, the lato Π
land tire department is to investigate an
eod
"asbestos" steam pipe covering which
The
i»iftd »>v the late Geo. L. Mellen.
got atire tbe other day and called out tbe
man) Pari" Hill friends of the young
department.
couple will give them a most cordial
welcome to their new home.
President Roosevelt has little regard
The regular monthly meeting or tne
for precedent that is not based on good
of the Paris Hill Library Assosound common sense. That is one rea- ciation will be held on
son why he is the most popular president 7th. in Hamlin Memorial Hall at four
of recent times. It has come to be an °
unwritten and generally accepted law
meeting of the
that the president must not go outside Ladies' Circle will be beld
the territory of the United States. Be- office, Thursday afternoon of this wee*,
cause of that. President Grant would not at
of the UniverMlist parleh
A
go across the bridge when he was at
Niagara, to look at the falls from tbe will be held at the church Wedne!*1*y
Canadian side. But this week Presideut evening, to see what shall be doneι about
Roosevelt is to start in the battleship making repairs on the clmrch build
Louisiana for a trip to Porto Rico and
The building of the new chimney at
Panama. On tbe ship he will of course the Baptist church bas begun, and the
a»
as
much
be under the American Hag
services on Sunday were held in Cumauy where iu this country. Porto Rico U
different
of
also, auil Panama, although
Advertised letters in Paris post office,
status, may be reckoned as American Nov. l>t:
Americin
tue
But
jurisdiction
territory.
covers ouly a little narrow strip of land
*'
across tbe isthmus, and it is said that
P«>n,».cr.
the president has accepted an invitation
Social dance at Academy Hall Saturto dine with the president of Panama, at
day ovnnintf of this week.
his palace, a mile and a half distant from
American territory. It's a safe gues*
Oxford.
that nobody will accuse him of having
Mr. Newport was called to VerRev.
ha*
after
he
abdicated his office, even
mont by the severe illness of hie sister.
been so reckless as that.
T. A. Roberts Post and Corps went to
Norway to a camptire Friday. It was a
Maine's comic opera corporation busi- very pleasant occasion and much enjoyness seems to bave reached the limit iu ed by all.
the formation recently of the InternaMrs. Pratt is visiting her son, Mr.
tional Consolidated Corporation, practi- Ernest Pratt.
All the teachers in the schools here atcally with authority to engage in any
sort of business iu any part of the world. tended the convention at Lewiston.
with
auis
$500,000.
The capitalization
The Ladies1 Circle met with Mrs. N.
thority to increase the amount of it to T. Fisher Wednesday.
of
the
The
dollars.
billion
report
fifty
Tramps are committing depredations
incorporation la incomplete only in one in other parts of the town, stealing chickshould
bave
it
be
To
perfect
respect.
ens, oysters, cream, etc., from Edward
added, as it did not, the time-honored Fuller, Lincoln Chaplin, and Frank
Paine. The chicken was killed, cooked
phrase, "Nothing paid in."
and eaten in the house which Fuller is
The disaster at Atlantic City, when
three cars went off the bridge into the
water, and nearly threescore lives were
lost, is without parallel in a long time,
as far as the loss of life is concerned, but
in one respect it was not so bad as many
others. Death must have come mercifully quick to most of the victims, and
the suffering was not prolonged and intensified by the torture of tire, as in
some accidents.

wedding

Plows and

repairs constantly

Also all kinds of work
ed to

by

Carriage

usually

by
Ε.

H.

Foundry work by
MELLEN
Carriage

and ornamental

done at

a

of all kinds made to order.

carpenter's shop

will be attend

MUZZY.

MARSHALL.
J.

CUM MINGS.

painting by

JULIUS

Castings

hand.

F.

H.
work

on

A.

RECORD.

cunniNGs jianufacturinq co.
at the

F. C. Merrill

Foundry

and

Agricultural

Works,

Ox- sles and school is closed for a time.
ϋ- ;
HKUUveir ι*λ
seriously. lie was standing with one
W.
Irene Kilgore, who has been quite ill, hand over the muzzle of the
gun, when
Fare Portland to Boston $1.00
is recovering rapidly.
the weapon was discharged accidentally,
E. P. Grover was over this side re$1.00
Mrs. Olive Bisbee, who has been away
blowing off hie thumb, shattering his Stateroom
cently.
visiting, returned home Thursday.
lower jaw and destroying the sight of
steam17,
Monday,
Sept.
Commencing
at
this
Stahl from Berlin was
place one eye. He was romoved to a sanitaIra B. Wing and W. W. Child exers alternately leave Franklin Wharf,
last week looking after his timber lot.
changed horses recently.
rium in Greenville. It is believed ho Portland, and India Wharf,
Hoeton,
Mr. Barrows of Bethel is occasionally will recover.
Mr. Chas. Andrews is having his builddaily, except Sunday, at 7 P. M.
seen in this neighborhood in the interests
ings painted.
Judging from present indications next
Mrs. J. R. Morrill has been quite sick of tho Chair Company's lot of land back
Freight rates always as low as other
year will seo many changée at Old Orch- lines.
the past few days with sores in her head. on the hills.
to
erected
new
hostelriee
ard and several
Oreenwood.
Brownfieid.
accommodate the ever increasing numAll cargo, except Live Stock, via the
someof summer sojourners at Maine's steamer* of this Company, is insured
ber
has
gone
First Congregational church, Rev. Dr.
Possibly some one
The
summer
we
resort.
if
bo
most
but
just
back
popular
again,
Morning where and got
James J. G. Tarr, pastor.
against flro and marine risk.
owners of
worship for Sunday, Nov. 11, at 10:45. have not heard of the fact, since we past wasandthe best that the ever exGeneral
hotels
home
last
and
left
J. F. LISCOMB,
Agent,
places
"Border-Land
boarding
on
turued
Friday
tramp
The pastor will preach
to Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.
Christians."
Sunday School at 12 M. week, since which time have heard perienced and the lack of facilities
care fur all the tourists and others that
Evening worship at 7:00. This will be a nothing. Something more later on.
A. H. HANSCOM, G. P. and Τ. A ,
applied for accommodations has inmusical service, "The Gospel in Song,
fluenced several property owners to Boston, Mass.
John's Letter.
with Stories of Hymns." The orchestra
a
to care for
larger
is expected to lead the singing. All are
There was a sound of revelry by night. uiake arrangements
number the coming years.
PROBATE It OTIC ICS.
cordially invited to attend.
(Byron.) And all went merry as a marWe are glad to learn that Mr. John riage bell. We were seven—the threo
To all iiersons Interested In either of the Es tut··.
Stilt 3!uj-!c* on China,
hereinafter named :
Ilodgdou is improving.
Marys, the one only and original Lizzie
At a Probate Court. hel<1 at Pari*. In and
who makes things hum, Rashe, Justus
limiting for stilt murks ou old china for the County of Oxford, on the thin! Tue»lay <>l
Byron.
and "we." The time was all-Hallowe'en is often g.v.nl l'un l.i Itself. Almost ev- Oct., In the rear of our Lord one thousand
Jotham'Shaw shot a small deer in bis and tho ncene was laid in the Davee ery oM piece of ί!:;ί ware—I. e., pintes, nine hundred and six. The following mtUtr
You'll fi-.id it easy to pick
having been presented for the action thereupon
homestead, which does its sharo in mak- platters, »;i.u<ers, etc.—shows three lit- hereinafter
pasture early Saturday morning.
Indicated, it Ik hereby omdkkku:
best
dressed men
the
β
No.
work
at
finished
of
old
In
has
Shaw
all
Etta
person
That notice thereof be given to
ing beautiful the sunny heights
tle rough spots more or less clearly
tcrestod, by causing a copy of this order to be
and returned home.
wherever jou go ; they're
North Hill, as everybody knows, and if
Οχ.
the
In
the
on
weeks
both
three
ou
successively
sides, usually
published
Tho hunt supper and dance at Hop they don't know it is high time they did, marked
at South
uiade in the ford Democrat, a newspaper published
wearing Hait, Sch-1 finer
and we are doing our prettiest to tell mar;,in. These spots were
City Friday night was well attended.
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at s,
Paris, on the
We're
&
Marx clothes.
John Taylor spent Friday and Satur- those who may not know, that they did llriug by the eoekspur of stilts, the lit- Probate Court to be hold at said
of November, A. D. lane, at «
third
not in ignorance.
tle trlpo.ls used between the plates in of the Tuesday
day in town.
clock In the forenoon, and be heard therethem
the
;
selling
styles
V. D. Taylor spent Saturday and SunThe joss-sticks sparkled,
sputtered piling then· up in the kiln. The three on If they ree cause.
hand
are risjht,
day at Macy, and is now at work for C. and went out. The "punkln lanterns" points where the cockspur touched the OLIVE TRUMBULL. late or Denmark, d.·for probate thereof
A. Mardin at Houghton.
wore the same cheerful and unvarying
fit and
caused α defect In the glaze. Un- ceased; will ant petition
tailored,
plate
they
the
executor
E.
Dunn,
went
The dam at Gum Corner, which
presented by ilatry
smile that they used to wear in the years
1
stilt marks are not us sure therein nnmod.
there's no suspicion of
The witches fortunately
out two weeks ago, is to be rebuilt at that are beyond the Hood.
as some
of
η
uunrautee
authenticity
delate
of
Kuckfi.-ld,
on
but-like
CANDICE
ROGERS,
darkness
once.
were aflit in the
cotton in them ; they're
and
cotivev
petition for license to sell
John Thomas has gone to Conway, N. wings—or was it the rustle of the leave* collectors have supposed, for they ure ceased;
real estate presented by Elleu W. Stetson, adThe
H., with his family. He bas a position that are dying and falling from the door- uot ouly easy to imitate, but they are mlnlstratrix.
strictly all wool.
as superintendent of a railroad.
yard trees? Possibly that may be nearer sometimes imperceptible on the old
new fabrics for fall are
ANDREW J. MILLS, late of Norway, de-1
A. S. Young went to Rumford Falls, the truth, and we like to get about as Staffordshire. Furthermore, they ui>- ceased ; dual account pn-sented for allowance by
attractive.
West Minot and Mechanic Falls last near the truth as we can comfortably.
Eugene F. Smith, trustee.
penr very frequently on modern tableBut wasn't it a spread thongh as to
of Hartford, I
late
A.
MARTHA
MARSTON.
no
and
so
are
sort
the
ware of
cheaper
deceased ; flrst and final account presented for
R.
Taylor went to Carthage Tues- vittlea? The only thing hard about it
eigu of antiquity.—Country Life lu allowance by John C. Marston, administrator.
was that we could not «ample each and
day.
ABIGAIL WEK-4TER.wanl.of Sumner, de
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Young went to every kind and live to tell the tale. If America.
ceased : second account presented for allowance I
we seven escape being treated for apRoxbury Tuesday.
W. Ε Doble, gunnllsu.
Common
by
Air.
1906 by
Weighing
Dr. and Mrs. S. Taylor called on pendicitis you may look upon it as an
Hart Schaffncr H Marx
MELVIN DOUGLASS, Is te of Porter, deThe weight of air has often been
friende at West Byrou and Hop City interposition of Providence or that each
for lie :nse to sell and convey
ceased
;
petition
individual appendix of the seven will en- tested by compressing It in receptacles real cstite presented by Josephine Douglass,
Sunday.
dure qnite a good deal of abuse.
by the air pump. That it really has administratrix
West Sumner.
No doubt our living all sole alone is weight when so compressed is shown
HORACE N. BOLSTER, Iste of Paris, de
of
the
Chandler the reason why we have quantities
for an allowince out of personal I
The closing exercises
ceased
the fact that the weight of the ves- estate ; petition by Angle W. Bolster, widow
by
presented
last
School occurred
Friday evening of the feast In the pantry now. Should sels Is Increased slightly by filling
exercises:
the
OLIVER
meal
A.
the
about
ROBRINS,
minor, of Woodttock; I
with
following
time,
you happen along
air and that petition for licence to sell and convey real estatt
Maude Newell. next few days, you would inform your them with compressed
.Solo
W.
Iiwln
Bobbins,
guanllan.
by
Lacy Steven·. friend· that we are living together, or such vessels become specifically "light- presented
I'll Take What Father Takes
Leone York.
Te.i. I'm Gulltv,
HENRY M. BKARCB, late of Norway, deMr.
as soon as the air contained in
er"
that
we are a mighty good cook.
Gerald
Curtt*.
Transaction
A Mercantile
ceased : petition that Everett F. t'lcknell be apQreenwood corre- them Is exhausted. Many elaborate pointed trustee
M Us Edtth Help» Thing· Along, ...Angle Field. Dunham,
your
In place of eirvllla A. Bennett,
Angle Field.
Solo
who spent Monday with us, experiments on the weight of air have late trustee, rteceased, presented by Most-s <*.
spondent,
TheConceited Grasshoppers,...Velma Bragdon. waa too
of the First Uni
Parish
et
Stllea
al.
previous if he Is sweet on pie— proved that the cubic foot weighs 580 versallst Parish of Committee
Orland York.
Klned Another Man'· wife
Norway.
rlara Chandler. chicken pie, mince pie, squash pie,
Be True
one and
than
less
or
something
Curtl*. and other
ADDISON E. HERRICE, Judge of said Court. I
When I'm a Little Boy,.
Maynard
thinge too nnmerou* to men- grains,
Una Chandler.
M lei Laugh an<l Ml·· Fret,
a quarter ounces. The above experi- A true copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK. Register.
CUfton BrSgdon. tion. Well, it is a memory now, but the
The Bachelor's Growl,
air
is
supposed
Lovell Chandler. *'sparkler"(?) on our little finger will ment ou the weight of
Ko Stockings to Wear
I am
the
best Cub and Grizzly Bear Robes
to be made at the surface of the earth
NOTICE.
Dialogue by three girls,
assist in keeping it fresh.
Angle Field, Leone York and Lucy Steven·.
for $12 medium size and
size.
goat
We call on Mr. Tilton now and then, with the temperature at BO degrees F. In the District Court of the United States for tb<
Following was a box iiupper and social to read to him the news of the day. He Heated air or air at high elevations is District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
$10 and $11.
invited. Those not •till retains an Interest in the world
)
time. All
In the matter of
in some of the heavy wool robes with rubmuch lighter.
I have a
LOUIS AESIKOFF,
Bankruptcy
absent one day during the term are from whioh he Is mostly abut out. His
of Romford, Bankrupt. )
ber center. I am selling
inch robe for
54x7s
Angle Field, Gerald Curtis, Maynard mind seems to be as clear and alert aa
To the creditors of Louis Aeslkoff In th* I
A Deferred Call.
inch robe for
Stevens.
:
and
district
aforesaid
Wm. Cushman was there the
ever.
of
Oxford
County
of
Macdb J. Ν swell, Teacher.
In a certain town In the county
Notice ta hereby given that on the 17th day ot I
He la stopping at Dr.
other day.
said Louis Aeslkoff I
John.
Wexford there is a house the door of Oct., A. D. 1906, the
Bridgham's.
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that f"
West Buckfieid.
which must be raised a little to be flrst meeting of his creditors will be held a*
S. M. Bonney, Scott Briggs and F. A.
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square. South
Printing Corporation Organized.
opened, and for this purpose the office on the
14th day of Nov., A. D. 1906, at
OX Main at.·
Norway, Maine.
Paris,
Cooper are hauling their apples to the
The White Mountain Calendar Co. has hatchet Is
One
used.
In the forenoon, at which tine the
10
night
o'clock
generally
station.
been organised at Fryebnrg, for the purtheir claims,
creditors
attend,
said
prove
may
a
and
a
knock
came
to
the
door,
lately
A dance at Isaac Turner's Hallowe'en.
appoint a truatee, examine the bankrupt, and
pose of conducting a general printing
was sent to see who was transact such other business m may pro perl}
S. M. Bonney and family and Dastine and
business, with $10,000 youngster
publishing
before said meeting.
oomo
Turner and wife spent Sunday at Lester
capital stock, of whioh 9500 Is paid in. there.
South Paris, Oct. ». 1906.
L. Turner's.
WALTER L. β RAT,
"Who Is there?" he Inquired.
Officers: President, Horatio O. Freeman
Referee In Bankru-'cy
Misses Ethel and May Bradbury of of
said a voice outside.
treasurer, Alice M. FreeFryebnrg:
"Me,"
farm
friends
at
the
Norway entertained
man of Fryeburg. Certificate filed Oct.
the
Hie youngster, knowing
rolce,
cAtrrio·.
Sunday.
30,1006.
shouted back (in such a tone that the
My wife, Sarah E. Stover, having left mel
Percy Harlow is at home from Auburn
PORTLAND, BANGOR AND AUOUSTA.
without Just cause, I hereby forbid all persons
The Lanoey House, a four-story hotel person outside could hear him):
and Miss Fannie Harlow from Phillip·.
trusting ner on my aocount. I shall not pay any I
Mrs. Emma Bonney and Mrs. D. W. at Plttsfield, was almost entirely destroy- ; "It's Mrs. Murphy. Get the hatchet!" of ber bills after tale date.
Guarantee·, by Its Postive Position Guaranty, success to tb· graduates of ita
Needless to say Mrs. Murphy didn't j Hiram, Mala·, Oct. 81st, 1906.
Emery and baby went to Norway Sun· ed by fire on the 88th. The loss Is estiCours·, Writ· (or particulars. P. L. SHAW, President.
Combination
STOVES.
AUaTDi
day to visit Mr. and Mrs. Jane· Usher. mated at 980,000.
wait—Fttnon'i Weekly.

SOUTH PARIS, ΠΑΙΝΕ.

Clothes.

they're

unusually

λ.

Copyright

One Price
Clothier,

I.

THE BISHOP FUR ROBES!
selling

cordially

{In

Bishop

bargain

$7.50.

$13 largest
54x6a

JAMES N. FAVOR,

I

Gray

$6.50,

$9,

The Sen*» Clab meet· this Monday PenneMeewMM· Strewn Navigable.
Mia· Eunice Fob·· Is at horn· from her
evening with Mrs. Prank Shnttleff. The
teaching in Wakefield, Mass.
atudy of Paris will be continued.
80 THE Jt'RY DECIDES IN THE THOMPMr. and Mr·. Charles G. Andrews are

3Çtu ®*tord ftmoreat

SOUTHJPARIS.

visiting

in Lovell (or

a

few

days.

bolsteb

J. II. Clark is
Mrs. Liia Woodbury has gone to Porton bis house.
where she will spend the winter.

SOUTH PARIS POST OH'ICl.

land,

district.

SON CUMMINGS CASE.

making improvements

Motto Qrty't Swset Powder* for Chit*··,
Successfully me·' byjiottiererty. ""Ύ1" ,"?*
Children'· Rome In New Tort. Cure Peveriab·
BBIDOTON ACADEMY 17; PABIS 0.
move
mm, Bad Stomach, Teething Disorders.
CHU EC H*·.
Wom».
The newly organised football team «ail regulate the Dowel· and Uertroy
Secon.l C^n^w^ltoMl
Over 30,000 testimonials. Tktf nevtrfkU. A* all
from this place waa defeated at Bridgton
druggists, 2Sc. Sample PRE*. Andrew, AUca
Saturday by the above «core. The 8. Olmsted, Le Βοτ. ν. Y.
the
run
team
the
Parii
on
got
«>» *"*"■ Bridgton
first of the game and scored three touchAehtog Put
downs in rapid succession. After that
·«»»
Paris began to find its strength and for
0·"·"^·
·*βρΐβ of Poor
the remainder of the first half Bridgton
was unable to score.
OlmaUKj. Li
In the second half Paris outplayed
and
not
to
able
score,
Bridgton
although
Rom.
8»"·' succeeded in keening the ball in Bridgton's territory throughout nearly the
In Hartford, Oct. 10, to the wife of Leon M.
whole half, and several time) advanced
Berry, a ion.
to within a few yards of Bridgton's goal
In Oxford, Oct. 39, to the wife of James

Chiirch^ B*1^nn

■

îi

SiMfSaSSSi'^w

The record term of oonrt of nineteen
of
Miss Mattle Pratt Is visiting relatives working days closed with the report
Miss I.isbeth Murphy is at home for a
KAILWAT.
TECKS
HAND
Ο
the jury in the Thompson-Cummings
vacation of two weeks from her teaching in Massachusetts.
The case occucase Tuesday afternoon.
Commencing Sept. 90, l'A6,
in Greenwood.
The summer home of Dr. King is pied nearFy three days and a half, and
TKAIM· LKAVK SOUTH PARIS
The Methodist Ladies' Aid society closed for the season.
considerable interest was felt in it, as
A. M..
will meet with Mrs. Ware Tuesday afterextent deliolug down east)—5:3e Α. Μ.. 0*11* ; 9:44
H. W. Clifford of Worcester, *"»·. *■ upon its outcome to some
4 35 p.
dally.
;
Sunday
esccft
,tally
noon.
All are cordially invited.
the guest of his sister, Mrs. Arthur Tal- pended a determination of the respective
Going up ,we»t)-h>:07 A. M., «lally ; 3:26 P.
rights of pleasure seekers, mill owners
Danie E. Dresser, J. S. Burbank, Carl bot.
,mly except Sunday ; S:47 P. M.» dally.
and the public on the outlet of PennesseeRobinson, and £. C. Thompson of NorOBUMOI·
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Come in and look at them, then u can see for yourself that
-Stile of Spellin.

can save u

money.

toutaeh·
Coats in grey mixture*, with inlaid velvet over shoulders, trimmed with
95.08

braid

cuff,

and
Coate, 48 in. long, iu grey shadow plaidH, velvet trimmed collar
.......
in. plait in back,

2 1-2

$8.00

braid and
Coat·, 42 in. long, black kersey, two straps down back, trimmed with
97.60
buttoua,
910.00
Coatk In grey mixture·; sem-ifl'ted, velvot collar, with cuffs,
Coats, 46 in. long, black cheviot, very heavy, waist and sleeves satin lined, 910.00
Coats, 48 in. Ion?, in grey, brown and black mixtures, strap in back, velvet collar,
912.60
velvet trimmed cuffs,
with
Coats, 48 in. long, in black and castor kersey, box plait in back, trimmed
with
trimmed
velvet,
collar
and
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and
effect,
velvet, giving empire
■traps
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Coats, 48 in. long, black kersey, straps down front and back, Hat velvet collar
915 00
trimmed with braid, braid on sleeves,

Ladies' and Misses' Coats in many different styles and colors from
94 t» to 920.00

Children's Coats in pretty

design

93.U8 to 96 98

from

912 50 to 920 00

Ladies' Suits in black, blue and mixtures from
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W. L Douglas 93.80
'shoes have a world-wide
réputation. For over 29
cold
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in every country on the
globe, and have continually
proven their excellent atyle,
easy fitting and «upcrior wearing
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100 Men Wanted.
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by

position
experience.

by proving

lady

knows in advance that such shoes are exactly as
represented. They are made of the best selected
materials by contented and well paid workmen,
who take pride in their work and are glad to
make the shoes Just as good as they know
how to make them.
In addition to the Infinite care which attends
every detail of the making, there Is a system
of Inspection which makes It impossible for
imperfect shoes to get out of the factory. If
you really want the very best shoes obtainable—select W. L. Douglas $3.50 âhoes the
next time you buy.
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promptly

CO.,

tlx Parle, Maine.

Ν. Dayton Bolster & Co.
Department Store Specials.
Blankets 55 cts. to $5.00 per pair.

......

Men's Gloves and Mittens,

people

cts. to

$2.50.

Β. & H. No. 2, Centre Draft Nickel Lamp, complete with inch shade and chimney $1.39.
Oil Cloth Stove Mats in all sizes.

j

Baskets and

Apple

Presses.

MQUAB.S],

daughter
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J. F. PLUMMER,
Clothier and Furnisher,

31 Market

Square,

Telephone 106-3.
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stock of.

hot Water Bottles.
THIS YEAR'S MAKE,

NEW GOODS.

i, 2

and 3 quarts.

$1.25 and $1.50 each.

75c., 90c., $1.00,

EVERY
PLAIN RUBBER AND FLANNEL COVERED.
SOON.
ONE
NEED
WILL
BOTTLE WARRANTED. Y< >U
BETTER BUY NOW.
AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
3 Stores,

I Maine.

!

SUMMER STORE—PARIS HILL.

Have You Heard About the

SUITS

=

goods,

dealing,

F. A. SHURTLEFF &

„.

£

J.
F. A. MIK'KTLKPF * CO.
F. A. onntTLKKl·' A CO.
up-to-date
43,600 Physicians' Prescriptions SaMa(MQ^€g^gaaiaaaaaMo^qgiiUi8aaa<eiaiMiitMtt«<

Having purchaaed
Druggist,

people

on

W. L.

Douglas guarantees

■

A BUSINESS CHANGE.

ahoe

their value by stamping his name and the
price on the bottom.
The purchaser of W. L.
Douglas $3.50 shoe·

—

]

ïi."rch..l,

market.

S-Geo

fo"J·
Btarte([^

experience

actual

that they represent
greater Intrinalc
value than any

AT

=

—

S. B. &. Z. S. Prince's?
6 White Eton Suits for

thing

the

S2.50.

for the fair.

All Wool Suite that have I wen $10.00, $12.50,
$14.00, $15 00 are marked $5.00 to close.
Those that hive been $16.00,
and

$25.00

now

$S.oo.

Just
$13.50,

$17.00, $19.00, $22.00

The Skirts Alone Are Worth This Amount.

BEST YETI
We

truthfully say that
is the BEST YET.

can

wear

our

fall line of Footsurely have

We

AN ELEGANT LINE
of all kinds for all ages and conditions. If you
will call and see us you will be convioced that
Footwear
you can save money if you buy your
of us.

Also

TRUNKS, BAGS AND SUIT CASES.
PLEASE CALL AND SEE US.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe
Successors

to

LtwtelsOïà. OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,

Smiley

Company,

Shoe Store,

NORWAY, MAINE

The belt treatment (or Indigestion and
troubles of the stomach ia to rest the
stomach. It can be rested by starvation
or bj the asepf a good dlgestant which
will digest tbe food eaten, thai taking
At the
the work off the stomach.

homemakebs* column.

l^ssgp-asrsîîssîsi!-

Over

in
Use

COLUMN, Oxford Democrat, South Pari·,

For the Thanksgiving Turkey.
•Pi»"*'»* P*rU of
loaa.
Except
3If)*—The
Ho.
ί"0·1
ie ,he dressing,
turke*
"8
^
a
from
letter
1. Except the middle
S Τ.it Τ
and
has a great deal to do with the
a
flexible
hoofed animal and leave
fltvor or lack of it in the whole bird. Δ
pipe for conveying water.
badly seasoned or too damp dressing
2. Excipt the middle letter from per- a poilu tbe beat turkey that ever wJj
artia etuffloe tll»l »" junt exaottaining to a king and leave not
£
ly right in (Very way given just ihi
ficial.
ùuibhiug touch of deliciousness needed
to complete tbe Thanksgiving table.
Mo. 390—Name Pwule.

Fifty

«,?T)OÎtth?

I

Years

For

n!Î\W.hile

OLD-FASHIONED DBKS8INO.

DR. TRIE'S ELIXIR

I ake a stale loaf or two

sofing-

îîTd
end

FaroM; open it; in-

) spec· it:ai*(»'y
E>UV
thru
Of!

Ιοί of

end if
thai you

Ο

it

you
th«.

yuur roof,
notsatisiled

to

ai·*

ready roolia,;

uiur.eatid ad·
drt-js, lu; wo wiil send youa check
of
the
r
..il
c«;'
noting la·
for the
cludin^ the cost of applying it.

mail'

f<

-r

nist-proof c;»ps—water proofed

on

v..r?

a

Longest

both aide»—the only cape that will not rust, work loose

and onus·· ieuka
it lasts
These are some of the reusons why we can give P.iroid so strong a guaranty—why
factories and farmers everywhere.
so Ιοί μ.·—why it iaso largely used by the U. S. Gov't., railway*,
All we Hsk ia that you try it, on our money-back guaranty.
and prim.
If your dealer cannot supplv you, don't take a substitute but send for ample·

Better do it at

SON, Agents, South Paris, fie.

5. P. MAXIM &

What masculine name la suggested
by the picture?—New York Tribune.

—

ON

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

—

Carpets Stove Wood and

to close out odd

A

MAINE.

Norway

Daw. headache. constipation, bad breath
general deblHty, «our risings, and catarrh
of the stomach are all due to indigestion.
This new discovICodol cures indigestion.
ery represents the natural Juices of dlge»tfoo as they exist in a healthy stomach,
oombined with the greatest knovn tonic
and reconstructive properties. Kodol Dy»pepsla Cure does not only cure Indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
cures all stomach troubles by cleansing,
pwtfying. sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. & S. ML d Rareavood. W. V·.. eye"I «eetmMei with aour atoouch for rwaoty iwn.
Kodol cured m aod «· ar· now usine It ta mil·
tobabr."

CHANDLER,

Ε. VI.

Builders' Finish !
1 will furnUh DOORS and WINDOWS of any
Slzo or Style at reasonable price·.

Picture Frames

A!so Window & Door Frames.
If In want of au y kind of Finish for In tide or
>uul'le work, mbiI In your ο ni en. Pine Lum
and Shingle· on hand Cheap for Cub.

and Pictures,

•»cr

Planing, Sawing

Mats, Mirrors

and Job Work.

M ache-! Hard Wood Floor Board·

E,
Weat

Mouldings s,JL

CHANDLER,

W.

Sumner,

....

UKOKtKM ATWOOD.
County Treasurer.
South Pari·, Maine, Oct. 10,1906.

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Steam

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Engine and Boiler

ft'*r Sale Cheap.

L. M. TUFTS,

Second hand, six horse power
engine and eight horse power boiler.
Call and see them at A. C. Jones'
Machine Shop, South Paris, Me.

SOUTH PARIS.

hand wood turner,
one who can also run a Cowdrey
Apply to Mr.
Weymouth lathe
Hall at 60S Eastern Ave., Maplewood, Mass. SAM'L E. JORDAN

BRUSH CO.

STATE OF MAINE.

NOTICE.

JOHN R. TRASK.

!

j

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT.
A11g us ta, Oct. 39, line.
Notice 1· hereby Riven that a PetlUon for the
Pardon of EPIIRAIM U1LMAN, a convict In
the State f ilson under sentence tor the crime of
murder Is now pending before the Governor aad
Council, and a he.trtng thereon will be granted
In the Council Chamber at Augusta, on Thar·day the 15th day of November, next, at 10 o'clock.

BROWN,
Deputy Secretary of State.
A.I.

/rWford

^^(goking-l^nges
more

improve-

ments than all other

ranges combined ι

Single Dtmptr (patented), worth the price of the nag·;
Improved Dock-Aah Grate (patented), uvea fuel,

AabestofBeck OreBt quickest,
surest baker ever constructed; Cup-Joint Oven Flue««
never leak, economise beat, make hotter ore·; Reliable
Owen Indicator, telle condition of oven accurately, not
affected

over

night

by smoke

or

;

grease.

Jemd

f*r UUutrmtm* circular,

WALKER ft MUTT MF·. CO.. 31-M Uolaa St..

U.

No. 32U.—Line Poule.

nuts.

lDd

generally

one.

"It certainly is." replied another.
"Just sec him sitting there smoking h's
ρ1(κ* and paying no attention to us at

"For years I starved, then I bought a
50cent bottle of Kodol Dyspepsia Core,
and what that bottle benefitted me all
the gold in Georgia could not buy. I
kept on taking it and in two monthsInI
wont back to my work as machinist.
three months I was as well and hearty
I still use a little ocas I over was.
casionally as I find it a fine blood purifier and a good tonlo. May you live

long and prosper."—C. N. Cornell, RodIng, Ga., Aug. 27, 1906. Kodol is sold
here by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

"Why

don't you cultivate a

contented

disposition?"

"Because," answered the

energetic

Only a little cold in
the beginning of an

™Ρβ?Ζ\ΛΨ°
"■55 Î?.

He—You say a woman has no rights?
She—That's what I say.
He—Why, a man has to go to the
Legislature to change bis name, while a
woman only has to go to the preacher!

Give children a remedy with a pleasant taste. Don't force unpleasant medicine down their throats.
Kennedy's
Laxative ("containing) Honey and Taris
like it,
Children
most pleasant to take.
and as a relief for colds, coughs, etc.,
No opiates.
there is nothing better.
Conforms to National Pure Food and
tablespoonfuls
Drug Law. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff
yolks of eggs well beaten. Whip the A Co.
whiten of the four eggs stiffly and fold in
at the last. Bake this in cups or forme
Bacon—You say he's fighting corporauntil firm.

A· App«tUla« Olrl.
She's awfully sweet
lier cheeks are like peaches.
She has cherry lips.
DBKSSING.
OYSTKB
Her breath is nectar.
This is not bo satisfactory as other
Her hair is like yellow corn.
dressings, as the oysters will be overdone if the turkey is stuffed before
Her eyes are like blackberries.
to
Bhe is perfectly delicious in French placing in the oven. It is better
partly roast the turkey and then withdressing.
it.
draw it from the oven and stuff
Her complexion Is a delicate cream.
Add the oyeterti to the crumbed bread
I love to toast her.
that has been rubbed with butter and
8he's a honey.
moisten with a little oyster juice. A
I sometimes feel as though I would little variation in the dressing may be
made by using the raw liver of the turlike to press her to a Jelly.
to the
But, If I did. would she be cordial 7— key, chopping it and adding it
bread crumbs.
Life.
DANISH STUFFING.

Κ·Τ to the Puilw,
This is used in Denmark and the adNo. 310.—Among the Birds: 1. Quail.
jacent countries and will probably not
5.
4.
3. Kite.
Sparrow.
2. Eagle.
find much favor in this country. It is
7. Swift 8. really more adapted to the stuffing of a
β. Lyre bird.
Puttln.
goose than a turkey. Use large CaliNightingale.
and make the
No. 311.—Double Acrostic: Primais— fornia prunes (uncooked),
of one-third prunes to twoGoods. Finals—Money. L Gymnasi- proportion
thirds of tart apples cut into pieces about
2. Ontario. 8. Oblivion. 4. Delum.
the size of the prunes. A bay leaf stuck
phine. S. Salary.
here and there adds to the flavor.
No. 812.—Word Changes: V—Board.
DBES8ING.
1. Boar. 2. Oar. 3. Broad. II.—Death. SALT POBK AND GIBLBT
Cook the giblets (heart, liver and giz1. Eat & Hated.
No. 313.—Enigma: Editor.
zard) and two good slices of salt pork in
water. When these are
No. 814.—Diamond: 1. C. 2. Bat. 8. about a pint of
them through a meat choptender,
put
E.
5.
Canoe. 4. Fog.
or if you have none, chop lu your
No. 315.— Double Elisions: Pirate, per,
wooden bowl as fine as for hash. Soak
prate, pate; pilot, plot, pot; gyrate, one cupful of stale bread in the liquor
grate, gate; palace, place, pace; below, that your giblets were cooked in, add
blow, bow; throw, trow, tow; string, the chopped meat, one tablespoonfnl of
butter, one teaspoonful of powdered
■ting, sing; falling, filing, fling.
No. 810.—Picture Charade: Horse, sage or any other herb and season with
salt and pepper.
man,

ship—horsemanship.

No. 317.—Connected Squares:

GIBLKT GHAVY.
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LOPS HI. OAKUM

•

tiELATEmpt
AARON
STOAT
TENTH

mapLEASTump

removing

the

turkey

from the

tions?

Egbert—Yee;
preparation.

he

patented

an

anti-fat

DANCING PROVES FATAL.
men and women catch cold at

Many

dances which terminate in pneumonia
and consumption. After exposure, if
Foley's Honey and Tar is taken it will
break up a cold and no serious results
Refuse any but the
need be feared.
genuine in a yellow package. F. A.
Λ
Co.
Shurtleff

Here is our condensed opinion of the
Original Laxative Cough Syrup: "Nearly
all other cough syrups are constipating

The search for happiness oftenest resembles a search for one's spectacles
when tliey are on the qose.

know?

the gibAsk us about it F. A.
neck and tips oonstipation.
Shurtleff <k Co.
cover
to
water
of wings—in
enough
them. Cook five minutes, then strain
Little Charlie (age ten)—You have inNo. 318.—Geographical Anagrams: 1. and season with salt and pepper and add sulted
my cousin Emmie.
Madagascar. 2. Mediterranean.
the liver, heart and gizzard, which have
Little Bobble (age nine)—I'm ready to
been chopped fine.
give you satisfaction.
PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS A COLD
Little Charlie—Then give me half your
G008E.
FOB
STUFFING
of
APTLE
the
use
follows
but never
Foley's
apple.
the
and
Tar.
It
wash
and
stops
cough,
Honey
Stone half a capful of raisins
heals and strengthens the lungs and three-quarters of a cupful of currants.
Good for everything a salve ia used for
F.
Shorttleff
A
A.
prevents pneumonia.
Take eight or ten apples, according to and especially recommended for piles.
Co.
and
with
and
them,
quarter
That is wh»t we say of DeWitt's Witch
size, pare
the raisins and currants steam them Hszel Salvo. On the market for years
"My dear sir," enthusiastically ex- until cooked. Mash and beat them and a standby in thousands of families.
claimed the yonng lawyer, after he had bard for several minutes, then stir in two
Get DaWitt's. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff
heard his new olient's story, "you cercupfula of stale bread crumbs, one well- & Co.
think
we
can
have
a
case.
I
of
cinnatainly
good
beaten egg and one teaepoonful
secure a verdict without much trouble." mon
Do not be so unreasonable as to ex·
(ground.)—Ex.
"That's what I told my wife," said
more from life in the world than
the man, "and yet she insisted at first
ife in the world is capable of giving.
home Remedies.
that we ought to engage a first-class
Apples are particularly wholesome for
lawyer."
"gouty" people and those with a slug- THIS IS WORTH REMEMBERING.
In «vary dime its colors are unfurled
As no one is immune, every person
gish liver.
Its fame has spread from sea to sea;
People with poor digestion should should remember that Foley's Kidney
drink no water with meals, but take a Care will cure any case of kidney or
Be not surprised if in the other world,
Ton hear of Rocky Mountain Tea.
glassful half an hour before, and drink bladder trouble that is not beyond the
Sold by F. A. ShortleS Λ Co.
plentifully an hour or so after each meal. reach of medicine. F. ▲. Shurtleff A Co.
Never wakeu a child suddenly, and
Doctor—I thought you were warned never carry a baby immediately into a
"Yes, I go to the penitentiary and
the
not to go near the precipice.
glaring light when he wake* op; bad
sing to the oonvicts every Sunday."
is
of
very
sudden
light
it
was
but
I
impression
Patient—I was,
thought
"Don't you think that is taking a
for the eyes.
only a bluff.
rather unfair advantage of them?"
Those who require a tonic cannot do
is

previously made by boiling

iete—liver, gizzard, heart,

{>ect

TO

CURE A COLD IN ONE DAT better than keep orange skins and dry

Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
Druggists refund money if it falls to
care.
E. W. Gbovb's signature is on
each box. 25c.
"Weren't yon fired by the oollege
spirit when yon were at Yale?"
"No, by the president."

Need

Say

a

a good cathartic? A pill is best. !
pill Ilka DeWitt's Little Early ;

About the most reliable on the
market Sold by V. A. Shortfall ά Co.

Risers.

He (after a spat)—I sometimes think
you women oourt domestic quarrels.
8he-:Wedonot If wa had our way

there'd be

ooaa.

Be—Oh, asaotiy—lf yoa had you mgr.

them, A GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES.
the cold InProtruding
Itching, Blind,
fusion two or three times a day. The Pile·. Druggists are authorized to rewhite interior part of the skin shonld fund money if Paso Ointment fails to
not be used.
oure in 6 to 14 days. 50 oents.
children should never be
Nervous
scolded unie·· it I· absolutely necessary,
Chapleigh—When I—aw—mawry I
and should never under any circumstan- shall—aw—select a woman who is my—
is
Such treatment
ce· be ridiculed.
aw—opposite, donoher know.
likely to make them more nervous, and
Miss Caustique—But what good would
should
be
a
such
tendency
in these days
that do? It isn't at ail likely that any
specially guarded against.
sensible woman would marry you.
Hot milk, heated to as high a temperature as it can be drunk, is a most refreshing stimulant in cases of cold or overfatigue. It* action la very quiok and
grateful. The effeot of hot milk Is far
more benettelal and lasting than that of
them.

Pour

and drink

a

boiling water
wineglassful of

over

Bleeding,

only

aloobol.
as

It gtvM real

acting aa » fillip.

strength,

as

well

The True "L. F." will cure old or young who
in any form, bilmay be suffering with indigestion
iousness, constipation, humeri and catarrh, 35c.
Colored Ponte 1 Carda. GO subjects.
f
Writ* «·· Η· Η· Hay's Sou, Selling
ΓΓ££.
* vv*
■
Agenta. Portland, Me.

The Meblin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano,
all firat claw, high grade instruments, and are sold for just as low
of the instrument. Also I have
morey as they can be sold for the quality
stock
A
always on hand. Prices
several medium grade pianos.
large
we will try and interest you in
and
for
Send
terms
catalogue
low,
easy.
the best pianos that are on the market.

are

W. «Γ. Wheeler db

Co.,

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any

Patents

For Price and Particulsrs address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

manna

sent free. Oldest ■*ency for secorinepatent*.
Patents taken through Munn k Co. NOMV·
tjxcial nettes, without cnarge, la the

Scientific American.'
Janwet

elrA handsomely Illustrated weekly.
eolation of any selentlflc Journal. Term',»*·
newsdealers.
all
Sold
by
four
months,
91·
:
year

quantity desired.

CAR LOAD LOTS A SPECIALTY.

60 YEAR·'
EXPERIENCE

bbrijIN and oorjetam.

UiUVU9
XSF

tst. xx.

IF YOU want a quick cash
sale for yoar country prop·
erty, write foronr improved
FREE listing blanks. No advance

payment required.

I' you desire to purchase real estate,
We have for sale
write or call on us.
in Oxford
some of the best farms
County.

The E. A Strout Farm Agency,

KITT1XO ΤΠΕΙΙΕ HMUKINQ HIS FIPB.

i.ll.

HILLS,

I should think that he would be
we would curry him off to

afraid that

the circus."
"It is really Btrange," another one

Then they all sat down and watched
the elephant for a little while and talked about what would be the best thing
for tlieiu to do about him.
"I'll tell you what I think," finally
said one of the men; "this elephant is
already a circus elephant, and he would
Dot run away from us if he could.
The best thing to do Is to leave him
here and go on after the others. When

LowistPricesmOxlordGomty.

—

BUY

—

Revelation Shoes.

Blander In Poet·.

Patents in Blucher and Polish
All other leathers

J

$3.50.

All Kind of Ma-

They

worth 35

vour

or

sons' Supplies.

Records,

Cylinder

Call and hear them talk.

Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases A. W.

W. A. Porter,

WALKER & SON,

SOUTH PARIS,

SOUTH PARIS.

South Paris.

claimed. "Guldness, mon, Is that Maleter Cainell, the lord rector o' Glalsgle?"
After that It was difficult to separate
Campbell and the shopkeeper, so
warmly were their hands Interclasped
in explanations and forgiveness.

cents each on my

A full line of Columbia Disc and
Machines and Records.

$3.00.

Frothingham,

are

exchange plan.

I also carry

W. 0.

broken

Save

damaged Cylinder

LADIES

-Chicago Tribune.

the nearest shop to change a sovereign.
The shopkeeper was attending to customers and delayed to oblige him, and
the generous pout lost his temper.'
Thereupon the shopkeeper Jumped to
the conclusion that he had two rogues
to deal with and rashly sent for the police. Campliell stood in helpless fury,
but when Southey explained things to
the coustable that worthy, who happened to l>e a Glasgow man, at once ex-

Opportunity

NORWAY, MAINE.

have caught them we can come
back and get lilni."
So they all went off to catch the other
elephants, and, of course, no sooner
had they got out of sight when Mr.
Foxy Elephant made tracks for a safe
place where they never could get him.

Teuuysou is not the only poet laureate whom Kegent street has known.
Southey relates a ludicrous scrape Into
which he and Campbell fell one day In
the Quadrant.
Campbell wished to
relieve a poor woman and rushed into

MOSES P. STILES, District Mgr.,
Norway, Maine.

Optioian.

Jeweler and Graduate

we

A

"Largest in the World."

150 NASSAU STREET. NEW YORK.

MAINE.

Help Wanted.

For Sale.
3000 feet first class iron piping,
from one to two inch. Will sell for
10 per cent, less than wholesale cost.
R. L. CUMMINGS,
South Paris, Me.

Lady help

ployment,
quire of

wanted for steady

for further

particulars

em-

in-

MASON MFG. CO.
South Paris, Maine.

—

Westminster Gazette.
Corn I ah

The Most

Flahermen.

In tbe estimation of the average
Cornish fisherman rabbit is an ominous word, and should it happen to be
used by any one In their hearing when
they ure on their way to sea it la sufficient to send them home again for that
occasion for fear of accident. In Cornish fishing circles many tales are told
of disasters thut have followed defiance of this superstition and persistence In putting off in their boats after
the unlucky word bad been spoken.
Formerly the word church was equally obnoxious to the fishermen und

Essential
Feature
■namï

was

ominous or evil in
latter was Imagined

to

avoided.

be

Innkeeper of England.
England's unpopularity with

the

cverv

OF A

dices'

[Chocolate Bonbons]

is that it shall

A· Hoar Before Dunn.

ness just before daylight was neces
wary for protection from enemies?

England tbe Land of
I know not why Italy
England should be called
flowers. The truth is that

dttlgat—for at ft*

THE WALTER M. LOWNEY CO.
Makers of Cocoa and Chocolate*

BOSTON, MASS.

Don't make the mistake

W. T. IIEWETT.
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent, S. Paris.

Dr. Austin

of

Tenney,

thinking

writer will

spirit

Will be at Elm House, Norway,
Hours 9 a. m.
Tuesd y, Oct. 33d.
All glasses warranted.
Λ 8 p. m.
At Hotel, Fryeburg, Wednesday,
Nov.

7th.

Norway

new

comparatively
good repair. Handy for
who might work in the shnp.

of

any visible

do—get
wanting

the
the

best and then

Oculist.

plenty

get the

UNDERWOOD.

and in

any one
and will be sold at
on or address A.
way, Maine.

a

bargain.

J. Stearns,

Call
Nor-

Wanted.

—

Clara
Yes, that'· true,
pearance.
mamma, and I'm glad yon mentioned
it. I'll see that he makes his personal
appearance here every evening aftei
this Instead of only twice a week.

Underwood.

lots.

rather than
For Sale.
the land of
Dulton Place on Fern Street,
The
the English
Village, seven finished
people are an art loving on· and tflat in
rooms, one unfinished room with
ot
In
than
more
any
region
England
of closet room, shed and
Italy or country of Europe flowers are
Buildings all
In evidence everywhere and, with the stable.

HI· Personal Appearance.
Mamma—I'm afraid that young Wilder will not make you a good hnsband,
Clara
Clara.
Why not, mamma)
Mamma—Because it seems to me that
he rather neglects hie personal ap-

an

Paaey Boxm and BasktU la excluilve

Flower*.

grasses and plants and universal veg*
tation, are more Intimately and perennially intertwined with human existence Itself.—Naples II Mattlno.

be

Every Sealed Package guaranteed
Fresh and Full Weight

is certainly the licensed vlctualer,"
writes V. V. V. in the London Sphere,
for at present any man may obtain a
license without any knowledge of

A curious mystery is the temporary
uneasiness of animals about an bout
before dawn, no matter at what houi
this occurs. Children turn and moan,
elderly people awaken and turn ovet
for another sleep, cocks crow, doge liecome uneasy and horses and cattlc
move about for a short period, when
stillness returns for a time. What la
the cause? Are the animale affected
by some magnetic wave which precedes sunlight an hour or so, or is the
habit one of heredity passed down
through numberless generations from
an original wild state, when an alert-

TYPEWRITER

first, last and all the time

Always Delicious—Pure—
Wholesome—Digestible
One Box will make
A Happy Home!

thereby

The

on

îowVeY's

tion,

cooking, housekeeping, sanitation—any
Your stomach churns and digest* the knowledge of anything but of th· due
ood you eat and if foul, or torpid, or pulling of α beer handle. Moreover, bis For Sale in South Paris.
out of order, four whole system suffers wife may be the most incompetent of
The bouse and land belonging to the
from blood poison. Hollister's Rocky housewives, even for her own family.
estate of the late Mrs. Sarah W. Hewett,
Mountain Tea keeps yon well. 35 cents,
On the continent innkeeplng is an art
situated in the center of the village, bas
Tea or Tablets. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff
In Englaud it Is too
to be studied.
two apartments of seven and eight rooms
A Co.
often the refuse of the man who wanta with sheds, large attic, Ac., and is in
The grounds are
excellent condition.
Meeks—The man who tries to change an easy clialr to sit In.
a woman's views is a fool.
extensive,, containing additional house

Weeks—How do you
roasting pan, pour off the fat which rises
Meeks—My wife told me so.
on top; into the pan put four tablesame amount
the
and
flour
of
spoonfuls
We have secured the agoncy for Orino
of the fat which was poured off; cook Laxative Fruit
Syrup, the new laxative
gently, stirring all the time until the that makes the liver lively, purifies the
flour is browned, and then pour on
breath, cures headache and regulates
gradually three cupfuls of stock which the digestive organs. Cures chronic

PIANOS.^

soon

Anyone sending a «ketch and description may
whether aa
quickly ascertain our opinion fr··Commnnioi.
Invention la P«bab)r
tlonsstrlcHycoriBdentlal. HANDBOOK ooPattsrti

especially those containing opiates. Englishman—and the American—is
Kennedy's Laxative (containing) Honey largely due to the country innkeeper.
and Tar moves the bowels, Contains no
"If auy class of public servant ought
opiates. Conforms to the National
an examination it
Pure Food and Drug Law. Sold by F. to be mnde to pass

A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

^

found they were helping me,
taining· Block,
and now after taking % of a bottle am feelMaine.
South. Parle,
ing well as could be expected for one of my
T.
Sylvester.
M.
Mas.
Yours
truly,
age.
I very

1RADK

sedulously eschewed In conversaIf a
on the water particularly.
case arose, as sometimes it would, in
which a sacred edifice had necessarily
A—Before Miss Thinleigh's father
to be referred to, "cleeta" was used
made his fortune she used to be long
instead of church, and whatever was
and lanky.
the sound of the

B—Well; has she changed?
A—Oh, yes! now she is divinely tall.

Otiifiekl, Me.,July »8,1905.
Dear Sirs:
About six weeks ago I was feeling very
much worn cut, (am in my 83d year) and
felt that I must do something for myself if
i was extremely tired,
I kept around,
and much of the time so dizzy that I could
I finnot walk straight across the floor.
ally procured a bottle of the Truc "L. F."
Bitters and began taking them as prescribed.

Disions
Copyrights Ac.

placid and added.

person, "I am too industrious to bo
placid and not sufficiently egotistical to
be contented."

CURED M £

ι

short winded.

the head may be
obstinate case of
Nasal Catarrh. Drive out the invader
with Ely's Cream Balm applied straight
to tho inflamed stuffed up air-passages.
Price 50 cents. If you prefer to use an
atomizer, ask for Liquid Cream Balm. It
has all tbe good qualities of the remedy
in solid form, and will rid you of catarrh
No cocaine to breed a
or hay fever.
dreadful habit. No mercury to dry out
Price 75 cents, with
the eeoretion.
ch«PPed celery, and spraying tube. All druggists, or mailed
some of the herb sweet marjoram. Stuff
by Ely Bros., 50 Warren Street, New
8ew 11 upand roaet
York.
it
will
so
down
the bird with the breast
and
be plump
juicy.
Bystander—Should you say that
BICH SAUSAGE STUFFING.
picture was taken from life?
Critic—I don't know; but the world
Cook for five minutes in the fryineartist was.
half a tablespoonful of finely minced wouldn't suffer if the
pap and one-quarter of a cupful of
onion
of
Jones
E.
Fla., writes:
Tampa,
Henry
butter. Add one-quarter of a pound of
"I can thank God for my present health,
or three
two
cook
and
meat
sausage
due to Foley's Kidney Cure. I tried
minutes longer. Cook and mash some
doctors and all kinds of kidney cures,
sweet potatoes and add to the above
but oothing did roe much good till I
about one and a quarter cupfuls'ithey
took Foley's Kidney Cure. Four bottles
Season
should be hot when added.)
cured me, and I have no more pain in
with two teaspoonfuls of chopped parsley
back and shoulders. I am 02 years
and sa t and pepper. Heat all this to my and suffered
long, but thanks to
old,
the boiling point and add half a cupful
Cure I am well and can
Kidney
Foley's
of
tbe
The
cooks
of stale bread crumbs.
walk and enjoy myself. It is a pleasure
present day contend that the turkey is to recommend it to those needing a kidwithif
cooked
and
more
savory
juicier
medicine." F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
but in that case you must ney
out

1. I am a narrow street; draw a lino
stuffing,
from a certain letter, and I become serve some kind of a croquette with it,
which these recipes may be used:
for
disabled.
of mashed po2. I am an inhabitant of a peninsula Mix together equal parts
tatoes, soft bread crumbs and finely
uear Norway; draw a line, and I bechopped butternuts. Season this with
come an old \\\>uian.
salt, pepper, parsley and a small grated
onion. Stir this all together with some
No. 31Î7.—Addition·.
butter and the beaten yolks of two eggs.
1. Add an exploit to a personal pro- Shape in balls and fry brown in hot fat.
douq and make a plume.
A BAKED CKOqUETTK.
2. Add a man's name to a tree and
and roasli well one pound of
Chop
make some celebrated islands.
boiled chcstnuts, add half a teaepoonful
S. Add a pralu to congealed water of
salt, a little white pepper and mace,
and make an ornameut to a window.
of cream and four
four

Experienced

The Massachusetts Mutual Accident
Association offers an excellent opportunity to engage in a lucrative business.
Experience helpful but not necessary in
an up to date accident and health insurFor particulars address
ance.
C. M. DAIC'Y, General Agent,
214 Main St., Lewiston, Me.

The subscriber hereby gtree uotlce that he
bas been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
1KA PA INK. late of Cauton.
In the County of Oxford, deceased. m l given
All pernon-t having
bonds as the law <llrecU·
demand· against the en Lite of said deceased are
leal red to present the nme for settlement, an<l
all Indebted thereto are requested to uiakc pay-

lieve.

Wanted.

Agents Wanted.

keepe fire

Maine.

NOTICE.

in Crayon, Water color,

Have

tor sale.

To Ik· Holder· of Oxford Coaaty Bradai
Notice 1b hereby given that bond· numbered 1
to 30, inclusive, of the outstanding Court Houm
bond· of Oxford County, Maine, are called for
payment and are payable at the Norway
National Bank, at Norway, Maine, on November
flr-t, !!**.
The dfty bonds described above will ceaae to
bear Interent after November Bret.

High Grade Portrait Work

Oct. 14th, !·«.

Norway National Bank.

WOFK HORSE FOR SALE.

by r. A. S hurt le ff Λ Co.

Immediately.

Norway, Me.

Good woiker, double or single,
fears nothing hut a whip, perfectly
kind and safe, will be sold at a low
price as I wish to winter no horse.
Will take part
Price one hundred.
pay in wood or hav or both.
C. C. DEARBORN,
Near Fair Grounds.

Kodol Digwts What You Eat

ont

Water Co. of

For Sale at

BaMae ooiy. $1.00 Size holdlnt 2K Umaa the brtal
aba. which Mils for SC cents.
Ni>in< by «. ft OeWITT » Oft. OWOAQCL

η

Maine.

First Mortage Four j»er cent twentyyear bon·)* in $100 and $500 pieces.
I'rice 101.

strength, nerrou··

Nichols St.,

6.
T. I'm In the middle of the sea.
And now what do you think of me?
Some people In me much rejoice
And nome despise my very voice.

825.—Doable Acroatlo.
Primais and finals name a great re-

BONDS FOR SALE.

Stomach

&

5.

No.

Lonsley,

Li. M.

Sour

Sold

Lot

\'orwav,

No appetite, loss of

L
t
8.
i

The best of
if Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old public.
2. The
1. The Europeau wild ox.
goods. Call and fee this line. Job- home of birds. 3. One of the United
No
bing promptly attended to.
States. 4. Far from sweet 5. To recharge for team.
Domestic animals.

Corner Wain and Danfcrth Sts..

NORWAY.

new

324-—Rhymed Diamond.
1 fly about, but never play,
As 1 am old I'm thrown away.
My eye· are scarcely ever blue,
In Scotland I am listened to.
I'm rough and ready, by the way.
High up α tree I'm glad to play.

No.

South Paris, Maine.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

—

—

A. W. Walker &. Son's,

up stock.

are

Iar*e French chest-

jj!er

Coal at

patterns and clean

STUFFING.

„„^ell«D-^uart,0'
Boil them in hot water

ί« ί .Τ

—

Edgings,

Wool

CHESTNUT

until the
skins are soft, then drain off the water
No. 891.—Ver bnl Arithmetic.
and remove the skins. Return the nuts
Prom the season of the best actors
βΓ
Cook nntl1 80ft enough
κ
take half; to the remainder odd half to rub
through a colander. Season with
one teaa famous plant; the sum will be to one tablespoonful of butter,
spoonful of salt and a quarter teaspoongive a sudden shock.
crumbs
8tir broad
ful of pepper.
through to give consistency.
No. 323.—Burled Word Squar·.
I pray you. bring the aewlng here,
CHICKEN OB TUBKEY STUFFING.
Or. If you have not time,
In a saucepan put a tablespoonful of
Or. even though you're going. dear,
one minced onion,
a
iry in
Now you have risen, sot it near.
adding one cupful of bread crumbs that
Then terminate this rhyme.
have been soaked in water and the water
No. 323.—Divisions.
!" and a half cupful of stock
want added, Season with one teaspoonful of
reads they do
1. The
salt and half a teaspoonful of pepper
and thyme. Cut up some celery in very
a
2. He gave a
small pieces and use half a cupful. Stir
to have her consent to this until it leavos the sides of the pan.
3. It was
to
Take this from the pan and add to it
my
he went one cupful of breadcrumbs that have
4. After receiving his
been moistened with one tablespoonful
and had a
and V®ry hlSh,y 6β«·
must not be
In the
5. The
soned
soiled by your
as I thought the
β. I did not go
DBY 8TUFFINO.
wind would
Put a littlo butter in the frying-pan
that he will
7. The
and chop in a small white onion, fry to a
flavorare made of
8. These
golden browu. Crumb a small-sized loaf
of stale bread in this, season with salt
ed with —.
—

A LUW PRICE

The Foxy Elephant

Shurtleff à Co.
spoonful of ealt and the same amount of
*nd half a teaspoonful of the
Doseleigh—"Why do you insist npon
j^PP®?"
dried herb or spiced poultry seasoning,
the new pastor being a fat man?"
which comes prepared in tin boxes.
Deacon Broadaisle—"Because fat men

Pju"j

once.

FolKs

LiUIi

®?

"Î" «Λ

Because it iy made of thobeat/eit—made In our owa
stablished in 1817) ; other manufacturers buy
nulls
their f.-lt outside and simply Maturate and coat it.
Because it U inked (not dipped) ia a saturating
compound w Lien uutkes it water proof in every fibre.
Because it is c >ated on bot h sides with the*froii0e*t,
IA .dke»;, muoulheti, toughest, most flexible coating
used on a^y ready roofing. Don't take our word alone
for it. Compare Paroid with any other. Too can see
and feel the difference. Paroid doe* not break or
crack iu the coldest weather or rua ia hot weather.
Because it is applied with our patented square,

plans fur Practical Farm Buildings.

j

a,nd
ky"!n kUlt
^Ρ

PePP«r and some
Γ
·τ thynie. Add
π»»|
cold water, just enough to
verj, little
ho d together the bread crumb*, aa too I
8
dressing, which is
uot tittoeat
Some, cooks add a very
"
υηΐυΒ» but lhai 's a m:itter
of taste

Guaranty

BUILDING PLANS FREE

mixing bowl, pickiog it Into
»' butter
Mid
,Lxli aofcu,'ful
-itTC
the hands rub
with the palms
uutii
thoroughly mixed. I
'««ether

I am 83 Yean Old
AND UL· F." MEDICINE

Ao'njal Story "Por

proper temperature, a single teaspoonful
of Kodol will wholly digest 3,000 grains
of food. It relieves the present annoyOnce upon a time a great crowd of
ance, puts the stomaoh in shape to satisfactorily perform its functions. Good men went out co catch a number of the
for Indigestion, sonr stomach, flatnlenoe,
big elephants to show them in a circus.
palpitation of the heart and dyspepsia. The elephants heard that they were
Kodol Is made in strict conformity with
and they made all haste to fijt
the National Pare Fnod and Drag Law. cominK
out of the way.
Said by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
Itut there was one big fellow who
"I sent the campaign committee a thought that he could deceive the men
dollar.'*
and decided to try a daring plan. Tak"Yes?"
ing η seat ou a large stone at the side
"I'm afraid it will bo used to bay a
of the road^ he filled a pipe with tovote."
bacco. and was puffing away content"Well?".
"In order to offset it I intend to vote edly when the men came along.
"Isn't that a funny elephant?" said
the other way."

CURED OF BrTqHTS "DISEASE
Mr. Robert O. Burke, Elnora, Ν. Y.,
wrl'es: "Before I started to use Foley's
Kidney Cure I had to get up from twelve
to twenty times a nigh', and I was all
bloated up with dropsy and my eyesight
was so impaired I could scarcely soe one
of my family across the room. I had
given up hope of living, when η friend
recommended Foley's Kidney Cure.
LIGHT CBACKKB STUFFING.
wonders and
Roll plain crackers very fine and use 0ne50ceut bottle worked
had taken the third bottle the
two cupfuls; melt half a cupfnl of but- before I
had gone. a< well as all other
ter in one-third cupful of hot water; stir ! dropsy
of Brigbt's disease." F. A.
these together and add a quarter tea- symptoms

J.

Roofing With
Money-bock

Paroid Lasts

to

in your

_

Paroid

(according

turke*). Ρ'»»» out all the
miAi'u ofΐ',ΓΤ
it close to tiie cruat and put it
middle

liver or
As a reliable family tonic, la all complaints of the stomach,
aa equal; It
bowels, especially constipation. Dr. Tree's Elixir stands without
is a pure vegetable compound with a wonderfully successful record since 1851.
The symptom*
Adult· as well as ehlldrea are troubled with woraa
are
Indigestion, with a variable appetite ; foul tongue, offensive breath,
hard and full belly with occasional griping· and pains about the naval ;
of the
:
eyes heavy and dull, itching of the nose, short, dry cough grinding
teeth, starting during sleep ; slow fever, and often la children, coayulafctas
and bed wetting.
Afrw dusesofDr. True·» Elixir will «pel the worms if there are any": if not It ηββ
m attratle laxative tunic, clearm*· the stomach and bowels of all waste matter, leaving
blood to
tbme organs sw«et and dean—it Increases the appetite, causing pure life-giving
item- through the body, thus invigorating the whole system with ragged, robust bMttk
IX tcken retralarly it will prevent couch». colds, fevers and won».
"
doMbydruggata.ac,IOc. VOX. write for booklet. CkUdre* and TKnr fUmm
on. J. P. TIIU· * CO., Auburn, Ma.

The

Me!

AO

PEELED PULPWOOD.

Underwood Typewriter Co.,
76

Exchange Street, Portland,

Maine.

—

lural·.

Spruce, Fir, and Poplar
delivered at any station.

Ε. H. PIKE,

"Maw, what Is a reprobate?"
"Ask your father, Johnny."
Now. why should a man become In
WEST
censed over a harmless little eplsod·
like this?—Louisville Courier-Journal.

FOB SALE.

Amiability.
300 farms and
he hurt himself when h·
Estate.
think
not
fell downstalfs? Fogg—I
and Real Estate
He died without making Α """Ml—

Bogg—Did

Harper's Weekly.

Inquire

Maine*

MAINE.

PARTS,

all kinds of Real
of Hazen's Farm

Agency, Oxford,

Always Remember

the Full Name

I native Rromo

Quinine
in Twa

Cores a CoM in One Day, Grip

as»

